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Abstract
A detection system that remotely and accurately measures the resonant frequencies of
high Q resonant circuits is designed, built, and tested. In many communication system
applications precise tuning of resonant circuits is necessary for the correct operation of a
system. Detecting detuned high frequency resonant circuits can be cumbersome and may
not produce correct results due to parasitic capacitance and inductance in connecting
probe leads which can alter the resonant frequency of the circuit. Older remote detection
technologies, such as grid-dip meters, are dependent on manual operation of the system
and are not efficient for testing large numbers of circuits.
In this remote detection system, a signal source is used to sweep the frequency range from
55 - 90 MHz in discrete steps. A transmitting antenna is used to produce a magnetic flux
which generates an electromotive force that drives a resonant circuit. The resonant circuit
will then re-radiate significant electromagnetic fields when the signal source is near the
circuit's resonant frequency. The receiving antenna will be subjected to the magnetic flux
of both the transmitting antenna and the resonant circuit. From measurement of the total
received power, a data acquisition system detects the contribution from a remote resonant
circuit. Manufacturers can use this remote test circuitry method without direct electrical
contact, so that detuned circuits can be quickly located and corrected.
Thesis Supervisor: Steven B. Leeb
Title: Carl Richard Soderberg Assistant Professor of Power Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
A proposed device for the remote measurement of the resonant frequency of high-Q
resonant circuits was designed, built, and tested at the Laboratory for Electromagnetic and
Electronic Systems at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Earlier devices for
measuring resonant frequencies of circuits, such as grid dip meters and absorption
frequency meters, were manual and relied upon human judgement to perform readings.
These electromechanical devices can not be used as measurement devices in industry
today to measure and calibrate the resonant frequencies of large numbers of devices
because their use is labor intensive, time consuming, and results are prone to error. Direct
connection to the resonant circuit, in addition to being labor intensive and time
consuming, can shift the resonant frequency due to lead inductance and parasitic
capacitance. This thesis develops an efficient and accurate measurement system
employing a microprocessor and analog circuitry to remotely measure resonant
frequencies of devices.
A Hewlett Packard 3577A network analyzer was used as the frequency sweep
signal source. In addition, the network analyzer contained a receiver and could display
received power versus frequency. Both the transmitter and the receiver of the network
analyzer were internally terminated with matching 50 Q resistances, so that it was not
necessary to be concerned with matching networks when connecting transmitter and
receiver antennas. The Hewlett Packard monitor was used to verify the correct operation
of the designed circuitry.
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1.2 The Need for Remote Sensing of Resonant Circuits
Currently, many systems use resonant circuits for various reasons, such as the anti-theft
tags shown in figure 1.1. The resonator consists of a flat spiral inductive winding and a
parallel plate capacitor in the center. When such a resonator passes through a detector, an
alarm is sounded. The operation of an anti-theft tag is described in reference [1]. This
technology could be easily extended to such applications as automatic toll collecting.
Figure 1.1: Typical resonant circuits used in anti-theft applications.
When an active resonator is placed near a detector,
the detector will trigger an alarm.
Front ends of transmitters and receivers also use high-Q resonant circuits for
tuning. On an assembly line, testing for correct resonant frequency tuning needs to be
performed quickly and accurately.
Another potential future application is for testing of proper geometry or orientation
of parts on an assembly line. This can be performed by remote resonant frequency
monitoring. By capacitively coupling the part to a resonator, a specific resonant frequency
is observed. If the part is not in the correct orientation or the geometry is not correct, a
14
different resonant frequency is observed. This can then tell an operator or a monitor that
the part is misaligned.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 will focus on electromagnetic fundamentals of the detection system. Faraday's
law, resonant circuit analysis, and magnetic dipole radiating sources are discussed.
Chapter 3 reviews the analog processing of the system. This includes high frequency
analog component operation together with the DC signals after low-pass filtering.
Circuits that are included in the analog processing are voltage subtracters, DC amplifiers,
high frequency mixers and power splitters, low pass filters, and voltage follower circuits.
Chapter 4 describes the digital processing and data acquisition components of the system.
The microprocessor based system acquires and process the data that is received by the
analog components of the receiver system. This also includes computer code used to find
the resonant frequency of the circuit under interrogation. Chapter 5 presents results of the
resonant frequency detection system which are compared to measurements using a
network analyzer. The measured results are also compared to engineering analysis.
Chapter 6 presents conclusions of the thesis and suggestions for future work. Some circuit
component specifications, and representative microprocessor data appear in the
appendices.
15
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Chapter 2
Electromagnetic Fundamentals
2.1 Faraday's Law
The driving force in wireless interrogation of resonant circuits is the electromotive force
which is described in Faraday's law. Faraday's law states that the electric field around a
closed contour C is determined by the time rate of change of the magnetic flux through the
surface S enclosed by the contour [2]-[4] as illustrated in figure 2.1 ([3] p. 395). In free
space Faraday's law is:
E. ds = - t,,H da
C S
where g is the permeability of free space ('= 4i x 10-7 Henries/meter).
(2.1)
nda = da
C
Figure 2.1: Definition of contour C and area element da in direction of normal n used in
Faraday's law
Equation (2.1) can be used to describe the coupling between the transmitter,
resonant circuit, and receiver in the system. The left hand side of equation (2.1) is called
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the electromotive force (EMF). The magnetic flux through the contour C shown in figure
2.1 is:
= goH da (2.2)
S
so that equation (2.1) can be written as:
EMF = 9E. ds = d (2.3)dt
C
Thus, the electromotive force is the closed contour line integral of the electric
field, which equals the negative of the time rate of change of the magnetic flux through the
contour. The magnetic coupling will act like a voltage source and drive the resonant
circuit.
2.2 Resonant Circuits
The quality factor Q of a series resonant circuit in figure 2.2 is related to the elements in
the circuit as:
Q _ &C(2.4)
where R is the total series resistance of the circuit at resonance, L is the inductance of the
circuit, and C is the capacitance of the circuit [5]-[8].
The series resonant circuit in figure 2.2 has minimum impedance at resonance.
The resistance of such a circuit, assuming no lumped element resistors, is usually due to
the winding of the inductor and series resistance in the capacitor. The shunt resistance of
the capacitor is usually very large and negligible. The impedance looking into the
terminals is:
18
Z(j) = R+j(L- C)1 (2.5)
where o is the driving radian frequency of the circuit, related to the frequencyf in Hertz
as o = 2f.
I R L
-, -- A A A 
v V -
v (; ( 
\ dt
I n
Figure 2.2: Series resonant circuit excited by time varying magnetic flux.
The resonant frequency is defined as the frequency where the capacitive and
inductive reactances cancel:
coL (2.6)
0
so that the resonant radian frequency o, and frequency fo = 2° in Hertz are:
1 _ o 1
°= * - 2ifo 2 t4 (2.7)
A simple resonant circuit is one in which a solenoidal coil is used as an inductor,
with a lumped element capacitor. A typical solenoidal inductor is shown in figure 2.3.
If the length d is much larger than the diameter of the solenoid, the inductance of
this solenoid is approximately ([2] p. 333):
, N2A
L = °--7 - (2.8)d
19
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i
where N is the number of turns of wire in the solenoid, A is the cross sectional area of the
coil, and d is the total height of the solenoid.
Ar AAns
irns
Figure 2.3: Solenoidal inductor
([2] p. 331)
2.3 Radiation from a Point Magnetic Dipole
Applying Faraday's law of equation (2.3) to the series resonant circuit in figure 2.2 gives:
EMF
R+i(coL- i)
where I is the complex amplitude of the circuit current. At resonance, the current is
maximum:
EMF
Ires R (2.10)
This current flowing in a small loop of area S is a magnetic dipole with magnetic
moment:
m = IS (2.11)
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I = (2.9)
as shown in figure 2.4 [2] for a circular loop with S = rR . For distances large compared
to AS4, the current loop looks like a point magnetic dipole whose radiating complex
amplitude magnetic field is ([3] p. 681):
m 3 -jkr-11H = - jkei [r[2cos( kr) 2+ 3) (2.12)
(jkr)
+ to sin +--1 1 1 
e[ '\jkr (jkr) 2 (jkr) 3
where r is the distance from the point dipole source, 0 is the angle measured from the axis
defined by the magnetic dipole direction perpendicular to the loop as shown in figure 2.4
([2] p. 551), and k is the wavenumber, defined as:
with c the speed of light (c = 3 x 108
k =C
c
meters/second).
4z
Figure 2.4: Circular magnetic dipole with moment F = InR2 iz giving rise to H-fields
([2] p. 551).
Over the frequency range of 55 to 90 MHz, the wavelength, X = 2 varies overk
the range of 5.45 meters to 3.33 meters. Since the total system has the transmitter,
resonant circuit and receiver within 1 meter, a distance smaller than the wavelengths of
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(2.13)
interest, the magnetoquasistatic limit is approximately valid [2]. Then with kr << 1 the
magnetic field reduces to:
j mj- [1r2cos + I-sin0] (2.14)
4ir 3
Thus, the simple model assumes that the resonant circuit is small enough to be
approximated by a point magnetic dipole. The model also assumes that the receiving
antenna is located less than a wavelength away from the resonant circuit and thus is in the
near field region of the resonant circuit. Using these assumptions the contribution to the
H-field at the receiver by the resonant circuit is approximately given by Equation (2.14).
The receiver circuit will see a voltage due to the magnetic flux from the transmitter and the
magnetic flux from the resonant circuit. The resonant circuit should only have a
significant contribution of flux at the receiver near the resonant frequency when I is large.
At all other frequencies, the resonant circuit does not have a significant amount of current
flowing through the circuit, and thus the contribution of flux at the receiver due to the
resonant circuit at other frequencies is negligible.
Note also from Equation (2.9) that if resistance R is very small, at frequencies
much below resonance the current I has a phase which leads the EMF by 90°, while at
frequencies much above resonance the current phase lags the EMF by 90°. Thus, by
passing through resonance the current phase changes by 180°. Exactly at resonance, the
resistance limits the current and the current is in phase with the EMF.
22
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Chapter 3
Analog Circuit Operation
This chapter discusses the analog processing of the transmitted and received power that
allows the 80C196KC microprocessor to acquire signal samples to detect the resonant
frequency.
(2) (3) (4) Reference
b)
os(4)
Figure 3.1: System block diagram
3.1 Overview
As shown in the block diagram of the system in figure 3.1, a resonant circuit (1) is placed
between the transmitting antenna (5) and receiving antenna (6). Then the signal source (2)
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is triggered to start a frequency sweep. The power splitter (3) drives the transmitting
antenna (5) and generates a reference cosine wave. The signal at the receiving antenna (6)
is due to both the transmitting antenna (5) and resonant circuit (1) and has both magnitude
and phase components. The signal at the receiving antenna (6) is phase shifted by an
amount with respect to the transmitted signal due to phase shifts in the resonant circuit
(1) and the distance between the transmitting antenna (5), resonant circuit (1) and
receiving antenna (6). Only the magnitude of the received signal is necessary to detect the
resonant frequency. The purpose of the analog processing is to reduce the received signal
to a form that allows the microprocessor to find the signal magnitude and to eliminate the
effects of phase ).
In figure 3.1 power splitters (3) and (4) allow the generation of reference
waveforms cos (ot) and sin (t) that are multiplied in the time domain by mixers (9 a,
b) with the received signal cos (ot + ) . Low pass filters (10 a, b) remove all but DC
components, leaving voltages A cos () and A sin () where A includes signal gain and
circuit amplification factors. The DC signal is then amplified and voltage shifted in the
analog processor (11) using standard analog components to maximize digital
measurement sensitivity. The microprocessor (12) then sums the squares of these voltages
2
to find the total received power as A
The following sections give more details of the operation of each sub-system.
3.2 Radio Frequency Analog Circuits
At low frequencies, analog components operate very close to the ideal models for
resistors, capacitors, and inductors. Problems arise as frequencies get higher and
component models break down. Resistors, capacitors, and inductors no longer act like the
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ideal low frequency models. This is because components now have significant additional
impedance contributions from parasitic resistances, capacitances, and inductances as
shown in figure 3.2 a, b, and c. Once the driving frequency is high enough, these parasitic
components no longer allow the ideal component models to be used. To minimize these
spurious effects all high frequency components are specially engineered for high
frequency use and were purchased from Mini-CircuitsT M . These parts are power splitters
(3), (4) and (8), radio frequency amplifiers (7), and high frequency low pass filters (10 a,
b). Complete specifications of all components are given in Appendix D.
R L L R L R
a) b) c)
Figure 3.2: Actual high frequency equivalent circuits
for a) resistors b) inductors c) capacitors [5]
3.3 Signal Source and Power Splitter
The signal source is triggered by the microprocessor (12). The signal generated by the
signal source has an amplitude of 15 dBm ( 31.6 mW) which is passed to a
Mini-CircuitsTM power splitter (ZSC-2-1) (3) which has ideally 0° phase difference
between the two outputs but may have as much as 3° phase unbalance between the outputs
for the frequency range the system is using. One of these signals will be passed to the
transmitting antenna (5), while the other signal is passed to power splitter (4) to be used as
a reference frequency for the mixers (9 a, b) of the system.
1. dBm is a unit for expression of power level in decibels with reference to a power of 1 milliwatt.
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The ZSC-2-1 power splitter (3) will split the incoming power into two equal
power signals. These two signals will be 3 dB lower in amplitude than the source signal,
since 3 dB down corresponds to 1/2 power. In addition, a small amount of insertion loss
will be associated with the power splitting, which will not exceed 0.75 dB in magnitude.
The use of the power splitter causes the transmitted power to be at most 3.75 dB down
from the signal source.
In addition, a ZSCQ-2-90 (4) power splitter is also used in the system. This power
splitter is used because it has a 90° phase difference between the two outputs. Therefore,
if a cosine wave is used as the input, a sine wave and a cosine wave are produced at the
two outputs. The ZSCQ-2-90 (4) is used to produce a sine wave reference signal, and a
cosine wave reference signal which are used with mixers (9 a, b) so that the received
signals can be filtered (10 a, b) down to a DC voltage level.
3.4 Received Signal
With a signal source power level of 15 dBm (- 31.6 mW), the transmitted power is about
11 dBm (= 12 mW) but the received power in the absence of the resonant circuit ranges
from about -50 dBm (10 nW) to about -30 dBm (1 W). Two radio frequency (RF)
amplifiers ZFL-500LN (7) boosts these low power levels by about 50 dB. The amplified
signal is then passed to a ZSC-2-1 power splitter (8) for the purpose of generating DC
voltage levels after being mixed (9 a, b) and low passed filtered (10 a, b).
3.5 Mixer Operations
Mini-Circuit Mixers, part number ZP10514, (9 a, b) will take a local oscillator (LO), or
reference frequency, and multiplies it with a radio frequency (RF) signal to produce an
intermediate frequency (IF). Multiplying the LO and the RF signals together, corresponds
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to convolution of the signals in the frequency domain. In the time domain, by using ideal
mixers to multiply two signals of the same frequency ot, a double frequency and a DC
component are produced. The multiplication of two cosine waves produces:
1
cos (ot) cos (cot) = 2 (cos (2ot) + 1) (3.1)
and the multiplication of a cosine wave and a sine wave produces:
cos (ot) sin (ot) sin2ot (3.2)
If there is a phase difference between the two components, then the
multiplications become:
cos (ot) cos (ot + ) (cos (2ot + ) cos () ) (3.3)
and
1
sin (cot) cos (ot + 4) = (sin (2ot + 4) + sin () ) (3.4)
By using mixers (9 a, b), the system can mix frequencies so that only DC signals are
present after low pass filtering (10 a, b). This makes the digital system's (12) task of
processing the signals easier.
3.6 Low Pass Filter Operations
Low pass filters (10 a, b) isolate only the DC signal at the output of the mixers (9 a, b).
Unfortunately, this means that the signal of frequency 2cot is being reflected and reenters
the mixer through the intermediate frequency port. These reflections occur because the
mixers cannot be fully matched over the entire frequency range of operation.
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By low pass filtering using a commercially available BLP-5 5 MHz low pass filter,
the sine wave that has period 20t is removed. The BLP-5 has a "maximally" flat
frequency response for all frequencies, giving a close approximation to an ideal low pass
filter. The commercially available filter is necessary because standard capacitors and
resistors, which are used to construct standard analog low pass filters would not operate
ideally at high frequencies. To further lower the cut-off frequency to eliminate effects of
reflections, a 160 Hz low pass filter as shown in figure 3.3 is constructed and operated with
standard analog components because the frequency components are now below 5 MHz
where components behave ideally. The standard analog low pass filter in this system
consists of R = 100 Q and C = 10 F.
R
Figure 3.3: A low-pass filter
The low pass filter in figure 3.3 has a system function of:
V: 1V2- 1 (3.5)
V 1 1 + jRC
Thus for low frequencies where oRC << 1, the system passes the complete signal. As
oRC approaches 1, the signal starts to decrease in magnitude. As oRC approaches
infinity, the output at V2 goes to 0.
3.7 DC Amplifier Operation
Because of the power levels that are being transmitted and received, even with the radio
28
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frequency amplification (7), further DC amplification is still required. At the analog
processing stage in (11) of figure 3.1, only DC signals will be present because high
frequency components of the signal have been filtered out. The DC amplification will
boost the voltage to a value where the microprocessor (12) will have the greatest
resolution for the incoming signals.
vs
VO
Figure 3.4: Non-inverting amplifier
This DC amplification is achieved using a non-inverting amplifier as shown in
figure 3.4. The transfer function for the amplifier is:
R1 +R 2
Vo = R Vs (3.6)
where vs is the source voltage and v o is the output voltage. The non-inverting amplifier
used in the system uses R2 = 1 KQ and R1 = 5.1 KD, This gives an amplification of 6.1.
Since the microprocessor would like the analog values to lie between 0 and 5 volts, there
is a 5 volt range of possible values. With the amplification of 6.1, the system produces
measured voltages in the range of -2.5 volts to = +2.5 volts. For this reason, a voltage
shift is necessary to produce voltages in the range of 0 to 5 volts for the microprocessor's
data acquisition system.
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3.8 DC Voltage Shift
A DC voltage is desired that ranges from 0 to 5 V to optimize microprocessor sensitivity.
In the current system, this translates to a 2.5 V shift in voltage directly after the DC
amplification. The voltage shift is necessary to allow the 80C196KC microprocessor to
acquire the data using a 0 to 5 V analog-to-digital conversion. By first using a voltage
divider shown in figure 3.5, a voltage reference is produced. In the system, the voltage
divider is made up of a voltage source, Vs which provides a voltage of -12 volts and where
R1 equals 10.27 KQ2 and R2 equals 2.7 KQ such that VO equals -2.5 volts.
vs
R 1
VO
R2
Figure 3.5: Voltage divider
A voltage follower shown in figure 3.6 is used to isolate the stages of the voltage
shift. Because a voltage follower ideally draws no current, the voltage divider stage will
not be affected by the operational amplifier, while the operational amplifier can source
current for any stages following it, while providing a -2.5 volt source.
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Figure 3.6: Voltage follower
Following the voltage follower, an analog subtracter is used to produce a voltage shift. An
analog subtraction circuit is shown in figure 3.7 which has a transfer function of:
v = R1 )VR2 +R4 )v 2 R, 1 (3.7)
where voltages and resistors are defined in figure 3.7. For the case when R1 = R2 = R3 =
R4 the transfer function reduces to vo = v2 - vl. Thus, only the difference between the two
voltages will be produced. In the frequency detection system, the resistors are all 10 K9l.
R3
Vi
V2 S
Figure 3.7: Analog subtraction circuit
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I
By connecting the output of the voltage follower to vl and connecting the output of the DC
amplifiers to v2, 2.5 volts is added to the voltage of the DC amplifier, successfully shifting
the voltage by 2.5 volts. Since the original voltage levels output by the DC amplifiers
ranged from -2.5 V to 2.5 V, the new voltage levels for the microprocessor data acquisition
unit to use is 0 to 5 V.
The voltage divider in figure 3.5, the voltage follower in figure 3.6, and the analog
subtraction circuit in figure 3.7 are all included in the analog processing section (11) in
figure 3.1. A complete schematic of this analog processing circuitry is given in Appendix
A.
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Chapter 4
Microprocessor and Digital System
This chapter discusses the operation of the 80C 196 Intel® microprocessor evaluation
board whose purpose is to acquire the analog processed signals in order to calculate the
received power amplitude for each discrete frequency.
8XC196KC
Addresses
OFFFFH
8XC196KD
Addresses
OFFFFH 
6000H OAOO0H
5FFFH' 9FFFH
2080H
207FH
2000H
1FFFH
1FFEH
1FFDH
200H
1 FFH
OH
2080H
207FH
2000H
1FFFH
1FFEH
1FFDH
400H
3FFH
OH
External
Memory
Either
Internal
OTPROM
or
External
Memory
Figure 4.1: Memory map
([9] p. 4-1)
4.1 Overview
The evaluation board performs the actual search for the resonant peak due to the resonant
circuit and the analog processing. The microprocessor system is an Intel® MCS®-96
evaluation board for the 80C196KC microprocessor which connects to an IBM personal
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Memory I
Register
File
I
computer over a serial port. The resonant peak search is accomplished by acquiring
discrete frequency data points and saving the data in memory. Once the processing is
complete, the computer will display the data in a digital format on an 8 bit LED display
[9], [10]. The complete C computer code is listed in Appendix B.
4.2 Memory Management
The microprocessor needs some type of memory management so that when the C program
is compiled, the Read-Access Memory (RAM) does not interfere with the Read-Only
Memory (ROM) and accidentally overwrite an instruction code. A memory address table
is taken from the 8XC196KC User's Manual ([9] p. 4-2) to show the specified memory
locations, and is given in Table 4.1. A memory map is shown in figure 4.1 to pictorially
display the memory location interactions.
8XC196KC Address
Description Range:
In Hexadecimal
External Memory or I/O 6000H - OFFFFH
Program Memory 2080H - 5FFFH
Special Purpose Memory 2000H - 207FH
Ports 3 and 4 1FFEH - 1FFFH
External Memory 200H - 1FFDH
Register File OH - 1FFH
Table 4.1: 8XC196KC Top-Level Memory Addresses
([9] p. 4-2)
Because memory management is so important, precise memory locations are
manually defined for the large data arrays used in the signal processing program. This is
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accomplished during compilation of the C program by defining specific locations for
ROM and RAM with the code:
rom (2000H - 2FFFH)
ram (300011 - 5FFFH)
which specifies the ROM location as memory location 2000 to 2FFF in hexadecimal, as
well as specifying the RAM location as 3000 to 5FFF in hexadecimal. This is enough
space for the data arrays chanO, chanl, and pow.
The actual starting locations of each array in the C program is specified with the
code:
volatile long int chanO[DATA_SIZE];
#pragma locate (chan0= 0x4000)
volatile long int chanl[DATA_SIZE];
#pragma locate (chanl= 0x4700)
volatile long int pow[DATA_SIZE];
#pragma locate (pow= 0x5000)
where #pragma locate is used to tell the program that a specific location is going to
be defined, the name inside the parenthesis is the variable to be assigned to a specific
location, and the location is specified in hexadecimal by the prefix Ox. In addition,
DATA_SIZE is defined in the C program as the number of samples to be taken along the
frequency sweep, and for this system is defined to be 401 samples. For this program,
chanO is to be assigned a starting location of 4000 in hex, chanl is to be assigned a
starting location of 4700 in hex, and pow is to be assigned a starting location of 5000 in
hex.
4.3 Interrupts
The microprocessor (12) triggers the signal source (2) to begin a frequency sweep which
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starts at 55 MHz. The signal source increments the frequency by 87.5 kHz approximately
each 500 gs until the maximum frequency of 90 MHz is reached. During the frequency
sweep two types of interrupts are needed in order to call computer programs to process the
data - software timer interrupts and a data acquisition interrupt. In order to enable
interrupts, it is necessary to invoke the command:
enable() ;
in the C program. This will allow the programmed interrupts to trigger the
microprocessor when an event occurs.
In this system the software timer generates an interrupt approximately every 500
jgs to correspond to the time of each frequency increment and initiates an A/D conversion
on channel 0 which carries signal Acos(o) as shown in figures 3.1 and A. 1. When the A/D
conversion is complete on channel 0, an A/D interrupt is initiated to process this data.
After channel 0 data is processed, an A/D conversion is initiated on channel 1 which
carries signal Asin(o) shown in figures 3.1 and A. 1.
4.3.1 Software Timer Interrupt
The ability to control the time between events is very important for the system. In this
system, it is necessary that both channel's data samples correspond to a single frequency.
By fixing a software timer which triggers at the predefined times that correspond to the
time the frequency increments, it is possible to take accurately timed data samples. This is
controlled by a software timer interrupt program which will be called after a preset
amount of time which is approximately 500 ps. Once the interrupt program is triggered,
the interrupt program will verify that data samples are still desired and if so, will program
the microprocessor to trigger a timer interrupt in a set time. This is shown in the code by:
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if (i < DATA_SIZE) {
hso_command = 0x18;
hso_time = timerl + 486;
If the next sample is still within the desired frequency range, the microprocessor programs
a software timer interrupt to occur in 486 state times, where one state time is 1 s,
corresponding to 16 clock cycles of the 16 MHz system clock. The interrupt should occur
approximately every 500 s. The 486 as time that is programmed before the next
interrupt is used because it takes approximately 14 jis for the computer code to call a
software timer interrupt and program the next software timer interrupt.
Once the microprocessor prepares the next timer interrupt to trigger, it will then
immediately start a 10-bit analog-to-digital conversion on channel 0 as stated by:
ad_command = 0x08;
Once the analog-to-digital conversion is started, the system will wait until the
microprocessor signals that the conversion is complete before proceeding.
If the last sample has already been reached, the software timer interrupt will tell
the computer that it can process the acquired data by setting the process flag to 1. The
system can then proceed to process the data it has acquired.
If this is the first sample the computer is to process, the computer will make sure
that the analog-to-digital converter will look at the correct channel by setting the
analog-to-digital (A/D) flag to 0. This flag tells the computer which channel to look at. If
the A/D flag is set to 1, the computer looks at channel 1.
4.3.2 Analog to Digital Conversion Interrupts
Once a 10-bit analog-to-digital conversion is complete, the computer will trigger an
interrupt which tells the microprocessor to process the interrupt. The computer will read
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the 8 most significant bits (MSB) and store these in a variable called value. The
computer will then shift these 8 bits two places towards the MSB of the variable. Then the
computer will store the 2 least significant bits (LSB) in the LSB of the variable. This is
shown in the code:
value = ad_result hi;
value = (value<<2) + (ad result_lo >> 6);
Once the computer has acquired the digital value in the variable value, it will
check to see where the data should be stored by looking at the value of the
analog-to-digital flag. If the A/D flag is set to 0, the computer will store the current
sample's value in the chanO array and if the A/D flag is set to 1, the value is stored in the
chanl array. If the A/D conversion interrupt program has completed the channel 0
sample, the program will immediately start an analog conversion for channel 1, and
change the A/D flag to channel 1.
If the A/D conversion should be stored in the chanl array, the computer will set
the sample in the array to the value received. After storing the data in the chanl array,
the program then sets the A/D flag back to channel 0 and increments the sample number.
In this way, each channel gets one data sample per frequency. The data acquisition
takes less time than the maximum speed the signal source can change discrete frequencies.
Thus, timing between the signal source and the microprocessor is not a problem.
4.4 The Main Program
The main program initializes variables, and sets up the interrupt vectors, as well as waiting
for the flag which allows it to go to the processing program. The main program first starts
by initializing the three arrays: pow, chanO, and chanl as shown in the following code:
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while (temp < DATA_SIZE)
pow[temp] = 0;
chanO[temp] = 0;
chanl[temp] = 0;
temp++;
where temp is a temporary variable to store the array sample number, and pow, chan0,
and chanl are arrays.
After initializing the arrays, the main program then sets the sample number to 0,
corresponding to the initial frequency of 55 MHz, and sets the A/D flag and process flag to
0. This is to make sure that the program is aware that the A/D sample should start on
channel 0, and that the computer should not continue the program later until the process
flag is set.
The program proceeds to set the interrupts so that only a software timer or the end
of an A/D conversion will trigger the interrupts. The interrupt vectors are not enabled yet,
although they are ready to be set. Before enabling the interrupts, the program will tell an
output port to prepare to trigger a frequency sweep on the signal source in 100 state times
(hso_command = 0x20; hso_timer = timerl + 100), to reset the trigger in 108 state times
(hso_command = 0x00; hso_timer = timerl + 108), and to start the software interrupt in
116 state times (hsocommand = 0x18; hso_timer = timerl + 116). Once these events are
programmed in the microprocessor, the computer enables the interrupts. This is shown in
the following code:
hso_command = 0x20;
hso_time = timerl + 100;
hso_command = OxOO;
hso_time = timerl + 108;
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hso_command= Ox18;
hso_time = timerl + 116;
enable();
After this is done, the computer will wait in a state until all 401 frequency samples over
the 55-90 MHz range have been acquired. This is done by the code:
while (process_flag == 0);
Once all the signal samples have been acquired, the process flag will be set and the
computer will stop waiting, since the process flag will no longer equal 0. Before
processing the signals, the computer will first reset the process flag and sample number
back to 0, and then disable the interrupts.
Finally, the main program will call the signal processing program with the code:
output ( );
The signal processing program has the job of processing the data samples that were
acquired by the main program and deciding and displaying the resonant frequency.
4.5 Signal Processing
After acquiring the data sample, it is desired to process the samples to find the resonant
frequency. The program output is the signal processing program in this system. It
consists of a section to find the power that was received for each frequency, and a section
to find where the resonant frequency occurs. The system will then display the resonant
frequency it has found.
The signal processing program initially sets a group of variables to 0. Following
this, the computer does a voltage level shift to place the data samples in the expected
range of -2.5 to 2.5 volts. The digital level shift is accomplished by subtracting half of the
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maximum value the data acquisition could acquire. Since the data acquisition could
acquire 10 bits, the largest value it could acquire is (in hex) 3FF. This means we want to
subtract off 1/2 of this value, which corresponds to (in hex) FF. This is shown in the
code:
chanO[temp] = chanO[temp] - OxlFF;
chanl[temp] = chanl[temp] - OxlFF;
where chan0 [temp], chanl [temp] is the sample in the array chanO or chanl
respectively. This digital code shifts each channel voltage down by 2.5 volts, opposite to
the earlier analog voltage shift up by 2.5 volts.
It is desired to find the total power collected per sample. Since the channels
correspond to Acos () and A sin () , squaring each sample in the array and summing
the channels will remove the phase dependence of the system, leaving just the total
power amplitude A2. Each sample is individually squared and stored in a temporary
variable. The temporary variables are then summed and stored in an array of the total
power versus frequency. This is shown in the code:
tmpvar = chan0[temp] * chanO[temp];
tmpvar2 = chanl[temp] * chanl[temp];
pow[temp] = tmpvar + tmpvar2;
The total power is found for each frequency and stored in the power array. The
computer then goes through the power array and finds the point where the maximum
power has been received. This is because the resonant peak most likely has the most
power received because of the high-Q resonator.
The computer goes through the power array by first initializing a variable called
max_pow which is initially set to 0. The program then goes through each sample, and
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compares the value of the sample to the value stored in max pow. If the value of the
sample is more than the current value in max_pow, the computer will make maxpow
now equal the sample's value. Also, a variable called freq is introduced in the signal
processing program and initialized to 0. When max_pow is set to a new value, the
variable f req is set to equal the sample number.
Once the maximum power is found after comparing all the samples of the array,
the program will output to an LED display a binary number corresponding to the sample
number where the computer believes the resonant frequency to be. The binary number is
the integer value of the sample number divided by 2. The reason the value is divided by 2
is because there are 401 points, but only 8 bits on the LED display. Because the maximum
number that can be displayed on the 8 bit LED display is 255, each frequency displayed
may correspond to two distinct frequencies. This lowers the system's resolution by a
factor of 2. A table showing the correspondence between the digital output and the
resonant frequency is given in Appendix C.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
The chapter describes the tested resonators and presents the measured received
power/frequency characteristics. The measured results obtained from the designed
detection system are compared to engineering analysis and to measurements using the
Hewlett Packard network analyzer.
5.1 Overview
The system used to remotely detect resonant frequencies had to detect a peak power signal
corresponding to a resonant frequency. Phase detection was not used to find the resonant
frequency, although phase can be found using chanO (Acos(o)) and chanl (Asin(o))
data. By dividing the value in chanl by chanO at each frequency, tan(4) is obtained. In
Figure 5.1: Frequency response of the received power over
the 55-90 MHZ range when no resonant circuit is present.
The dashed line corresponds to a reference level power of -45
dBm with scale 5 dB per division. The left edge corresponds
to 55 MHz and the right edge corresponds to 90 MHz.
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addition, the Hewlett Packard network analyzer also displays phase information as a
function of frequency. The microprocessor removes the phase dependence and computes
the received signal strength by taking the sum of the squares of each channel's signal.
5.2 Frequency Response of the System
Because of the stray inductance in the coaxial cables, as well as the high volume of metal
surrounding the system, a non-flat frequency response is present even in the absence of a
resonant circuit. This base frequency response is shown in figure 5.1 and could also be
used as a baseline calibration of the equipment to possibly produce a more accurate
resonant frequency detection in future improvements. In addition, the phase response of
the system with no resonant circuit present is shown in figure 5.2. Phase information
could also possibly be used in future research to increase the accuracy of the detection
system as well as be used to locate the position of the resonator.
Figure 5.2: Phase response of the system over the
55-90 MHz range when no resonant circuit is present.
The dashed line corresponds to the reference phase
level of 0° with scale of 45° per division.
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2, show that the system has a characteristic phase and frequency
response over the detection range even in the absence of a resonant circuit.
5.3 Capacitance, Inductance, and Resonance
Resonators were used that varied in geometry and size. Some resonators were similar in
appearance to the anti-theft tag resonators shown in figure 1.1, and are shown in figure 5.3.
Resonator A is a fixed frequency resonator, while Resonator B is a variable frequency
resonator since the capacitor plates (top left corner of Resonator B) can have a variable
spacing. The top electrode in Resonator B can be lifted up and a thicker dielectric can be
inserted between the plates. In addition, a resonator made of a solenoidal inductor, as
shown in figure 2.3, with a lumped element capacitor was also used to demonstrate the
remote resonant frequency detection of the circuit.
Resonator A Resonator B
Figure 5.3: Sample Resonators used to test designed circuitry
5.3.1 Plane Resonator
The inductance of resonators A and B can be approximated by assuming that an N turn
inductor has N2 times the inductance of a single square loop, where N is the number of
turns of the inductor and variables are defined by figure 5.4 ([3] p. 340). It has been found
that the inductance of a single square loop is ([3] p. 343):
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L ( asinh(D)_ 1 (5.1)
For Resonator A, the dimensions were measured where a = 1 mm, D-- 19 mm, and
N - 2. This gives a calculated inductance of 0.16 R H.
The capacitance for a parallel plate capacitor is given as:
C = e (5.2)
where e is the permittivity of free space, = 8.854 x 10- 12 Farads/meter, times a
relative dielectric constant which varies for the material separating the parallel plates, A is
the parallel plate area, and d is the width separating the parallel plates. Resonator A has
dimensions A = 20 x 1 1.5 mm2 , and a thin film polymer with d 51 g m was used to
separate the parallel plates. As a lower bound estimate for the capacitance, the relative
dielectric constant of the polymer was taken to be 1, and the capacitance was calculated
for Resonator A as C 40 pF.
II
Y.
- D --
Figure 5.4: Inductive square loop
([3] p. 340)
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The resonant frequency of Resonator A was calculated using equation (2.7) as
62.96 MHz. The actual measured resonant frequency of Resonator A was found by the
network analyzer to be about 75.6 MHz as shown in figure 5.5 for the received power. In
addition, the microprocessor based system found the resonant frequency to lie in the range
of 75.3 to 75.475 MHz. This was a fairly accurate result which was repeatable, and
reasonably close to the calculated estimate.
Figure 5.5: Power received by network analyzer due to
Resonator A over the 55-90 MHz range
Possible sources of error between calculated and experimental results could have
arisen due to the fact that air bubbles may have been present between the capacitor plates
which would make the plate spacing greater than the dielectric thickness, leading to a
lower capacitance and a higher resonant frequency. The measurement given in Appendix
E supports this possibility of error. When the plane resonator capacitor was disassembled
to measure the dielectric thickness of approximately 51 m, and then carefully
reassembled to have no air bubbles, the resonant frequency was measured to be 67.765
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MHz by the network analyzer, a closer agreement to the calculated 62.96 MHz. In
addition, the calculation of the inductance may have some source of error as the analysis
assumes that the turns of the spiral overlap with an average value taken for parameters a,
D and N.
Figure 5.6: Phase information received by network analyzer due to Resonator A over the
55-90 MHz range (30° per devision)
The phase characteristic of Resonator A is shown in figure 5.6. It is possible to
notice that at the frequencies far away from the resonant frequency of the circuit, the
phase characteristic is exactly the same as if no resonator were present in the system as
shown in figure 5.2. Near resonance, the phase shifts rapidly. This phase shift is due to
the fact that as the resonant circuit approaches resonance, the phase of the resonant circuit
current will change by 180° as shown in equation (2.9). This is because at low
frequencies, the capacitive reactance dominates the series impedance with current phase
angle of -90°. At resonance, the phase of the resonant circuit current is 0 °, and as the
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frequency increases past resonance, the inductive reactance dominates the system with
current phase angle of +90°.
Figure 5.5 also shows that below resonance the resonator current generates
H-fields that add to the H-field from the transmitter as measured by the receiver antenna,
as the received power increases. However, above resonance, with the resonator current
reversing polarity, the H-field due to the resonator is in the opposite direction to the
transmitter H-field as measured by the receiver antenna. Thus above resonance the two
H-fields subtract and the received power decreases.
Figure 5.7: Power received by network analyzer due to solenoidal resonator over the
55-90 MHz range
5.3.2 Lumped Element Resonator
The solenoidal resonant circuit has inductance calculated by equation (2.8). For
the solenoidal resonator, A = 78.5 mm2, d - 20.5 mm, and N - 17. This gives a calculated
inductance of about 1.39 g H. The actual inductance was measured to be 1.425 H. The
capacitance was measured to be 4.0 pF. All measurements were made on a Hewlett
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Packard 4192 LF Impedance Analyzer at 10 kHz. This gives a calculated resonant
frequency of about 67.48 MHz.
The actual resonant frequency was found by the network analyzer to occur at 80.8
MHz. The microprocessor system found the resonant frequency to occur between 80.375
and 80.550 MHz. Again, the microprocessor system and the network analyzer are in
excellent agreement, and reasonably close to the estimated value. The error between
measured and calculated resonant frequencies may be due to parasitic inductance and
capacitance near the 80 MHz range compared to the measured inductance and capacitance
values at 10 kHz. The plot of power received versus frequency for the solenoidal
resonator is shown in figure 5.7.
Again, it is possible to see that for the solenoidal resonator, the resonant circuit has
no significant contribution at frequencies that are located fairly below and above the
resonant frequency. In addition, the phase information is shown in figure 5.8, and it is
similar to that measured for the plane inductor.
Figure 5.8: Phase information received by network analyzer due to solenoidal resonator
over the 55-90 MHz range (45° per devision)
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5.4 Quality Factor Calculation
From figure 5.7, it can be observed that the resonant circuit in the system has a large
quality factor since the magnetic flux due to the resonant circuit increases the power
received by the network analyzer by about 9 dB.
The quality factor of a circuit can be determined by equation (2.4) which shows
that the quality factor Q of a circuit is inversely proportional to the resistance R. The
resistance of the solenoidal resonator must be calculated in order to be able to calculate the
Q of the circuit. The resistance R of the wire used can be calculated from:
R = 1 (5.3)
CaA
where I is the total length of the wire, a is the conductivity of the wire (in mhos/meter),
and A is the cross-sectional area of the wire. For the solenoidal resonator, I = N2rc,,
where N = 17 is the number of turns and r = 5 mm is the radius of the solenoid. The
conductivity of copper is ca = 5.80 x 107 mhos/meter ([11] p. 377). The area A
measured for the resistance is less than the cross sectional area of the wire because the
skin depth 8 is much less than the wire radius, rwire. Essentially all the current is carried in
a thin cylindrical shell of thickness 8 while the inner core of the wire carries negligible
current. With << rire, the area is A (2rrwire) where rwire - 0.475 mm. The skin
depth 8 is calculated by the formula:
8= 1 (5.4)
wherefis the frequency. From this formula, at a resonant frequency of 80.8 MHz, the skin
depth is equal to 7.35 p m. From this, we calculate an effective area A to be equal to 0.022
mm2, and the resistance of equation (5.3) is found to be about 0.42 Q. Using the
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inductance L = 1.39 I H and capacitance C = 4 pF of the solenoidal resonator found in
section 5.3, the quality factor is obtained from equation (2.4) as Q 1408.
If the circuit resistance is too large the resonant circuit has a small quality factor,
and the circuit does not generate enough current at resonance to be easily detected at the
receiver. The quality factor of the resonant circuit must be quite large for the circuit to
have a significant contribution at the receiver.
5.5 Microprocessor Based System
The microprocessor based system, as previously discussed in Chapter 4, receives data
from two channels, and then processes the data to compute the total power received for
each discrete frequency. The data for each channel and the total power is stored in
memory. These are then processed to find the resonant frequency of the circuit. From the
total power received for each frequency, the resonant frequency can be found from the
peak power received. A sample data collection of each channel as well as the total power
received for Resonator A is given in Appendix E to show the correlation between the
voltage received per channel, total power, and phase information at each of the 401
measurement frequencies.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
This thesis has developed analog and digital circuitry that has demonstrated accuracy and
speed in wireless interrogation of resonant circuits. The measured resonant frequencies
were in excellent agreement with independent measurements using a Hewlett Packard
network analyzer, and in reasonable agreement with engineering analysis of resonant
circuits.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The circuit developed uses only the amplitude characteristic of the resonant circuit to
detect the resonant frequency and requires a high Q resonator so that at resonance the
received power is maximum. Future work may also use phase information of the resonant
circuit to develop more accurate resonant frequency detection. Phase information due to
propagation delay may also be used to locate the position of a resonator. Other
possibilities to increase the accuracy in finding the resonant frequency, especially
necessary for low Q resonant circuits, are to look at the slope and change in sign of the
slope of the received power curve versus frequency. Locating the position of the resonant
circuit may also be possible by triangulation using at least two receivers and analyzing the
power received at each receiver.
Some additional considerations for detecting resonant circuits include the
decrease in received signal level as the transmitter, resonator, and receiver distances
increase. The presence of objects in the vicinity of the resonator can also alter the
resonant frequency. The frequency bands used must also conform to federal laws.
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Future development of remote detection of resonant circuits can be applied to new
applications such as sensing of proper configuration of assembly line parts, automatic toll
collecting, and advanced anti-theft tags.
To focus on the particular example of automatic toll collection, a practical system
may consider resonant frequencies from 1 to 100 MHz with detection bandwidth of 0.1
MHz. Thus, there could be approximately 1000 distinct measurable frequencies. With 2
resonators there would be approximately 106 distinct measurable frequencies and with 3
resonators there would be approximately 109 distinct measurable frequencies. Since there
are between 106 and 109 vehicles in the United States, 3 resonators on a vehicle will
provide a unique identification to properly identify the vehicle and charge toll payments.
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Appendix A
Analog System
Figure A.1: Analog System for DC amplification and voltage level shift
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Appendix B
C Program
#pragma model(kc)
#pragma interrupt (software_timer = 5)
#pragma interrupt (analog_conversion_done = 1)
1*
The above sets the interrupt vectors to execute functions
software_timer and analogconversion_done when the corresponding
interrupt value is true.
*/
#include <80c196.h>
includes the specific instruction set for the 8*C196 microprocessor
includes the specific instruction set for the 80C196 microprocessor
*/
#define DATA_SIZE 401
register long int apple[15]
#pragma locate (apple = 0x30)
*set the register to an assigned memory
set the register to an assigned memory
*/
/* sets the data size to the number
of points to be taken */
position and assigned length
volatile int i, process_flag, adfag;
volatile long int chanO[DATASIZE];
#pragma locate (chanO= 0x4000)
volatile long int chanl [DATA_SIZE];
#pragma locate (chanl= 0x4700)
volatile long int pow[DATA_SIZE];
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#pragma locate (pow= 0x5000)
The above instructions sets up global variables, and in certain cases
assigns starting addresses for them (in the case of chanO, chanl, and pow
*
void software_timer(void)
{
/* makes sure the last data point has
not been reached */
hso_command = Ox 18;
hso_time= timerl + 486;
ad_command= 0x08;
}
else
{
process-flag = 1;
ad_flag = 1;
}
if (i == 0)
ad_flag = 0;
/* Prepares the next software_timer
for triggering */
/* Tells how many cycles until
the next software_timer
interrupt triggers. */
/* start an A/D conversion on channel
0 immediately. */
/* if the last sample has been reached
then */
/* set the process flag to 1 to signal
the main program that the last
sample has been performed. */
/* set the ad_flag to channel 1 */
/* if this is the first sample, */
/* make sure the A/D flag is set to
channel 1 */
void analog_conversion_done(void)
{
int value;
value = 0;
/* if an analog conversion is done,
run this program */
/* initializes a variable*/
/* and sets it to 0. */
value = ad_result_hi; /* read the A/D register and write
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}
if (i < DATA-SIZE)
value = (value<<2) + (ad_result_lo >> 6)
if (adflag == 0)
{
chanO[i] = value;
ad_command = 0x09;
adflag = 1;
}
else
{
chanl[i] = value;
adflag = 0;
i++;
}
}
main()
i
int temp;
the contents of the high bits to
the variable value */
/* shift the contents of the
variable value over 2,
and read the low bits
which are located at the
2 MSB of the ad low
results. */
/* if this is the channel 0 sample */
/* write this value to the array
channel 0 for sample number i. */
/* start an A/D conversion for
channel 1. */
/* set the A/D flag to channel 1. *!
/* otherwise */
/* write this value to the array
channel 1 for sample number i. */
/* set the A/D flag to channel 0. */
/* increment the sample number, i */
/* the main program */
/* initialize a temporary variable */
temp = 0;
while (temp < DATA_SIZE)
{
pow[temp] = 0;
chanO[temp] = 0;
chanl [temp] = 0;
temp++;
}
/* and set its value to 0. */
/* while temp is less than the total
number of data points */
/* set the i_th element of every */
/* array to 0. */
/* increment to the next element. */
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/* make sure the sample # starts
at 0 */
process_flag = 0;
ad_flag = 0;
int_mask= 0x22
/* set the process flag to 0. */
/* set the A/D flag to 0 */
/*enable SWT int05 and A/D conv.
intO 1 */
/* ignore all interrupts pending */int_pending=0;
hso_command = Ox20;
hso_time = timer + 100;
hso_command = OxOO
hso_time = timer + 108;
hso_command= Ox18
hso_time = timerl + 116
enable();
while (processflag == 0)
disable();
processflag = 0;
i =0;
/* In 100 state times, trigger the signal */
/* source */
/* in 108 state times, reset the trigger */
/* program SWTO and enable HSO
interrupts */
/* in 116 state times. */
/* enable the interrupts. */
/* wait in this state until all samples are
collected (and the process flag is set
to 1) */
/* disable the interrupts */
/* reset the process flag to 0 */
/* reset the sample number to 0 */
/* run the signal process program */
output()
{
int long max_pow, tmpvar, tmpvar2;
int temp;
int freq;
/* Signal processing program */
/* initialize many variables */
freq = 0;
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i =0;
output();
I
·-- ?----;-5-C--T-i----II·-TT--P
temp = O;
tmpvar = O;
tmpvar2 = 0; /* initialize variables to 0 */
while (temp < DATA_SIZE){
chanO[temp] = chanO[temp] - OxlFF;
chanl[temp] = chanl[temp] - OxlFF;
tmpvar = chan0[temp] * chanO[temp];
tmpvar2 = chanl [temp] * chanl [temp];
pow[temp] = tmpvar + tmpvar2;
temp++;
}
temp = 0;
max_pow = 0;
freq = 0;
/* while the sample # is less than
the total number of data points */
/* readjust the samples to plus and */
/* minus values */
/* square the samples on */
/* channel 1 and channel 2 */
/* the power for each channel
is the sum of the squared
sample for each channel. */
/* increment the sample # */
/* set variables to 0 */
while (temp < DATA_SIZE){
if (pow[temp] > max_pow){
freq = (temp/2);
max_pow = pow[temp]; }
/* while the temp. variable is
less than the total # of
points */
/* if the i_th sample power is > than
the maximum power so far */
/* set the frequency to be
the sample number div 2 */
/* set the new max power to be
this power */
63
/* increment the sample # */
ioportl = freq; /* after all processing, set the lights
to read the frequency where the
max power occurred./*
/* wait here. *while(l);
}
64
temp++;
Appendix C
Digital Display and Actual Resonant Frequency
Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
00000000 55.000 - 55.175
00000001 55.175 - 55.350
00000010 55.350 - 55.525
00000011 55.525 - 55.700
00000100 55.700 - 55.875
00000101 55.875 - 56.050
00000110 56.050 - 56.225
00000111 56.225 - 56.400
00001000 56.400 - 56.575
00001001 56.575 - 56.750
00001010 56.750 - 56.925
00001011 56.925 - 57.100
00001100 57.100 - 57.275
00001101 57.275 - 57.450
00001110 57.450 - 57.625
00001111 57.625 - 57.800
00010000 57.800 - 57.975
00010001 57.975 - 58.150
00010010 58.150 - 58.325
00010011 58.325 - 58.500
00010100 58.500- 58.675
00010101 58.675 - 58.850
Table C.1: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
00010110 58.850- 59.025
00010111 59.025 - 59.200
00011000 59.200- 59.375
00011001 59.375 - 59.550
00011010 59.550- 59.725
00011011 59.725 - 59.900
00011100 59.900 - 60.075
00011101 60.075 - 60.250
00011110 60.250 - 60.425
00011111 60.425 - 60.600
00100000 60.600- 60.775
00100001 60.775 - 60.950
00100010 60.950- 61.125
00100011 61.125 - 61.300
00100100 61.300- 61.475
00100101 61.475 - 61.650
00100110 61.650 - 61.825
00100111 61.825 - 62.000
00101000 62.000- 62.175
00101001 62.175 - 62.350
00101010 62.350- 62.525
00101011 62.525 - 62.700
00101100 62.700- 62.875
00101101 62.875 - 63.050
00101110 63.050- 63.225
00101111 63.225 - 63.400
Table C.1: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
00110000 63.400 - 63.575
00110001 63.575 - 63.750
00110010 63.750 - 63.925
00110011 63.925 - 64.100
00110100 64.100 - 64.275
00110101 64.275 - 64.450
00110110 64.450 - 64.625
00110111 64.625 - 64.800
00111000 64.800 - 64.975
00111001 64.975 - 65.150
00111010 65.150 - 65.325
00111011 65.325 - 65.500
00111100 65.500 - 65.675
00111101 65.675 - 65.850
00111110 65.850 - 66.025
00111111 66.025 - 66.200
01000000 66.200 - 66.375
01000001 66.375 - 66.550
01000010 66.550 - 66.725
01000011 66.725 - 66.900
01000100 66.900 - 67.075
01000101 67.075 - 67.250
01000110 67.250 - 67.425
01000111 67.425 - 67.600
01001000 67.600 - 67.775
01001001 67.775 - 67.950
Table C.A: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
01001010 67.950- 68.125
01001011 68.125 - 68.300
01001100 68.300- 68.475
01001101 68.475 - 68.650
01001110 68.650 - 68.825
01001111 68.825 - 69.000
01010000 69.000- 69.175
01010001 69.175 - 69.350
01010010 69.350 - 69.525
01010011 69.525 - 69.700
01010100 69.700- 69.875
01010101 69.875 - 70.050
01010110 70.050- 70.225
01010111 70.225 - 70.400
01011000 70.400 - 70.575
01011001 70.575 - 70.750
01011010 70.750- 70.925
01011011 70.925 - 71.100
01011100 71.100- 71.275
01011101 71.275 - 71.450
01011110 71.450-71.625
01011111 71.625 - 71.800
01100000 71.800 - 71.975
01100001 71.975 - 72.150
01100010 72.150- 72.325
01100011 72.325 - 72.500
Table C.I: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
01100100 72.500 - 72.675
01100101 72.675 - 72.850
01100110 72.850 - 73.025
01100111 73.025 - 73.200
01101000 73.200 - 73.375
01101001 73.375 - 73.550
01101010 73.550 - 73.725
01101011 73.725 - 73.900
01101100 73.900 - 74.075
01101101 74.075 - 74.250
01101110 74.250 - 74.425
01101111 74.425 - 74.600
01110000 74.600 - 74.775
01110001 74.775 - 74.950
01110010 74.950 - 75.125
01110011 75.125 - 75.300
01110100 75.300 - 75.475
01110101 75.475 - 75.650
01110110 75.650 - 75.825
01110111 75.825 - 76.000
01111000 76.000 - 76.175
01111001 76.175 - 76.350
01111010 76.350 - 76.525
01111011 76.525 - 76.700
01111100 76.700 - 76.875
01111101 76.875 - 77.050
Table CA: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
01111110 77.050 - 77.225
01111111 77.225 - 77.400
10000001 77.400 - 77.575
10000010 77.575 - 77.750
10000011 77.750 - 77.925
10000100 77.925 - 78.100
10000101 78.100 - 78.275
10000110 78.275 - 78.450
10000111 78.450 - 78.625
10001000 78.625 - 78.800
10001001 78.800 - 78.975
10001010 78.975 - 79.150
10001011 79.150 - 79.325
10001100 79.325 - 79.500
10001101 79.500 - 79.675
10001110 79.675 - 79.850
10001111 79.850 - 80.025
10010000 80.025 - 80.200
10010001 80.200 - 80.375
10010010 80.375 - 80.550
10010011 80.550 - 80.725
10010100 80.725 - 80.900
10010101 80.900- 81.075
10010110 81.075 - 81.250
10010111 81.250 - 81.425
10011000 81.425 - 81.600
Table C.1: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
10011001 81.600- 81.775
10011010 81.775 - 81.950
10011011 81.950- 82.125
10011100 82.125 - 82.300
10011101 82.300 - 82.475
10011110 82.475 - 82.650
10011111 82.650 - 82.825
10100000 82.825 - 83.000
10100001 83.000- 83.175
10100010 83.175 - 83.350
10100011 83.350 - 83.525
10100100 83.525 - 83.700
10100101 83.700- 83.875
10100110 83.875 - 84.050
10100111 84.050 - 84.225
10101000 85.225 - 85.400
10101001 86.400 - 86.575
10101010 84.575 - 84.750
10101011 84.750- 84.925
10101100 84.925 - 85.100
10101101 85.100- 85.275
10101110 85.275 - 85.450
10101111 85.450- 85.625
10110000 85.625 - 85.800
10110001 85.800 - 85.975
10110010 85.975 - 86.150
Table C.1: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Range of Possible
Digital Display Resonant Frequencies
(in MHz)
10110011 86.150 - 86.325
10110100 86.325 - 86.500
10110101 86.500- 86.675
10110110 86.675 - 86.850
10110111 86.850- 87.025
10111000 87.025 - 87.200
10111001 87.200- 87.375
10111010 87.375 - 87.550
10111011 87.550 - 87.725
10111100 87.725 - 87.900
10111101 87.900- 88.075
10111110 88.075 - 88.250
10111111 88.250 - 88.425
11000000 88.425 - 88.600
11000001 88.600- 88.775
11000010 88.775 - 88.950
11000011 88.950 - 89.125
11000100 89.125 - 89.300
11000101 89.300- 89.475
11000110 89.475 - 89.650
11000111 89.650 - 89.825
11001000 89.825 - 90.000
Table C.1: Digital output to frequency conversion
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Appendix D
Specifications for Mini-Circuits Components
73
Power Splitter/Combiners
2 WAY-00
2 KHz to 10 GHz
case style selection
outline drawings see Table of Contents
MODEL
NO.
ZESC-2
case V37
ZFSC-2
case K 18
ZESC-2- 1
ZFSC-2-1
ZFSC-2-1-75
ZFSC-2-1W
ZFSC-2-2
ZFSC-2-4
ZFSC-2-5
0: ZFSC-2-6
O" ZFSC-2-6-75
ZFSC-2-11
/. ZFSC-2-2500
case JJJ-142 ZFSC.2.9G
ZFSC2 10OG
ZAPD ZAPD- 1
case F14 ZAPD-2
ZAPD-4
case F53 ZAPD-21
ZMSC-2 ZMSC-2-1
case M21 ZMSC-2-1W
: ZMSC-2-2
ZSC-2 ZSC-2-1
case M22 ZSC-2-1W
: ZSC-2-2
:O ZSC-2-2-75
ZSC-2-4
* ZSC-2375
* ZSC-2-1-75
ZC2PD ZC2PD-900
case YYY-183
ZN2PD ZN2PD-920
case VVV-180 ZN2PD-920W1
FREQ.
RANGE
MHz
fL-tu
10-2000
5-500
0.25-300
1-750
10-1000
0.2- 1000
10-1500
0 002-60
0 004-60
10-2000
10-2500
GHz
3 5-9.0
2.0-10.0
GHz
0 5-10
1 0-2.0
2.0-4 2
0 5-2.0
MHz
0 1-400
1-650
0 002-60
0 1-400
1-650
0.002-60
0. 002-60
10- 1000
55-85
0 25-300
800-900
800-920
700-1050
ISOLATION
dB
L *M U
Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ. Min
19 10
30 25
20 15
30 20
30 20
20 15
25 15
27 20
30 20
14 10
16 11
LI
18 42
15 9
25 19
25 19
25 19
25 18
18 13
28 20
30 25
28 20
25 20
25 20
30 20
30 20
35 20
16 14
17 14
U1
20 12
20 12
25 19
25 19
25 19
20 15 25
25 20 35
27 20 30
20 15 25
25 20 35
25 20 30
25 20 30
25 20 35
35 25 35
20 15 30
30
30
22
L=low range (fL to 10 fL)
L 1 =FL 6GHZ
20
20
20
20
25
20
20
20
25
20
20
20
15
20 11
25 20
20 20
25 20
23 18
23 18
25 18
27 20
25 20
20 15
17 14
25 19
25 19
25 19
25 18
25 20
25 20
27 20
25 20
25 20
27 20
27 20
25 20
35 25
20 15
INSERTION LOSS, dB
Above 3dB
L 'M U
Typ. Max. Typ. Max. Typ. Max.
0.5 0.9 0.5 1.0 0.6 1.2
0.2 0 5
0.4 0.75
0.2 05
0.2 0.5
0.2 0.5
0.25 0.6
03 0.6
05 0.8
1.2 1.5
0.5 0.8
L
05 15
0.5 1.5
0.25 0.6
0.25 0.6
0.4 0.8
02508
0.2 0.5
03 0.5
0.3 0.6
0.2 05
0.3 0.5
0.3 06
03 0.6
02 0.5
03 05
0.4 0 75
0.3 0.6
0.4 0.75
0.4 0.8
05 1.0
0.5 1.0
0.5 10
03 0.6
0.4 08
12 15
06 14
U1
0.6 1 2
0.6 1.6
0 25 0.6
0 25 0 6
04 08
04 075
0.5 0.8
03 06
0.4 0.75
0.5 08
0.3 0.6
0.3 0.6
05 0.8
03 0.5
04 0.75
01 04
0 5 0.4
0 15 05
0.6 0.8
04 1.0
08 10
0.9 1.2
0.9 1.2
0.8 1.5
0.6 10
07 1.0
10 2.2
0.8 1.5
0 25 0 6
0.25 06
04 08
025 1.0
0.6 1.0
0.7 1.0
06 1.0
0.6 1.0
07 1.0
06 1.0
0.6 10
0.7 1.3
0.3 05
04 10
M=mid range (10 fL to fu/2
U1=6GHZ Fu
PHASE
UNBALANCE
Degrees
L 'M U
Max. Max. Max
3 6
2.0 4.0 4 0
20 30 5.0
2 0 4.0 4.0
2.0 4 0 4.0
2.0 4.0 4.0
2.0 3.0 4.0
2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 2.0 3.0
1 2 4
1 4 8
L1 U1
7 10
7 12
2
2
6
3
2.0 30 40
2.0 30 40
20 30 40
2.0 3 0 4.0
2.0 3 0 4.0
20 30 40
2.0 30 4.0
2.0 40 60
10
2.0 30 5.0
20
20
30
AMPLITUDE
UNBALANCI
dB
L 'M U
Moax.Max.Max
0.2 0.3 05
15 .15 0.3
15 0.2 03
.15 15 0.3
.15 15 0.3
.15 .15 03
.15 0.2 05
15 0.2 0.3
15 0.2 03
02 0.3 05
0 2 0.3 0.4
L1 U1
0.3 05
0.6 0.5
02
0.2
0.4
0.2
15 0.2 03
15 0.2 0.3
15 25 0.3
15 0.2 0.3
.15 0.2 0.3
.15 .25 0.3
15 .25 0 3
15 02 03
0.1
15 02 0.3
02
02
0.3
VSWR (:1)
S OUT
Typ. Max. Typ. Max.
See
Performance
Data
and
Curves
1.1 1.3
1.1 12
1.2 1 5
1.1
1.04
1.04
13
1.2
1.2
U=upper range (fu/2 to fu)
PRICE DISTRIBUTOR
$ F
A
C L
T 0
0 C
Qty. R A
(1-9) yV L
71.95
44.95
45 95
48.95
51.95
55.95
59.95
49.95
51.95
64.95
74.95
59.95
69 95
54.95
54.95
59.95
59.95
49.95
54.95
59.95
47.95
49.95
52.95
53.95
52.95
52.95
49.95
64.95
59 95
54.95
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Mini Circuits
ZAPDQ
MODEL
NO.
ZAPDQ ZAPDQ-2
case F 14 ZAPDQ-4
MSCQ-2 ZMSCQ-2-21.4
case M21 ZMSCQ-2-50
ZMSCQ-2-90
ZMSCQ-2-120
ZMSCQ-2-180
ZSCQ-2 ZSC-2-50
case M22 ZSCQ-2-90
ZSCQ-2- 180
FREQ.
RANGE
MHz
1000-2000
2000-4200
20-23
25-50
55-90
80- 20
420- 180
25-50
55-90
420-480
ISOLATION
dB
Typ. Mn.
22 16
22 16
30 25
30 20
30 20
25 48
23 15
30 20
30 20
23 45
ZMSCQ-2 ZSCQ-2
INSERTION LOSS, dB
Avg. of Coupled
Ourputs less 3 dB
Typ. Max.
04 4.4
04 0.9
04 07
0.3 0.7
0.3 0.7
03 0.7
03 07
03 0.7
0.3 0.7
0.3 0.7
Models avoale at frequencies other than shown in Chart above Please consult factory
NOTES:
O NONHERMETIC
* case vv6YY
o Available on tape and reel Please consult factory.
· Pin 4 is ground
LRPPQ units have bottom barrier ground plane insulated
with glass barrier
i For quality control procedures and reliability.
see Table of Contents.
2 For environmental specifications ee Table of Contents.
3 Absolute Maximum Ratings.
Matched power rating ZAPDQ (0W).
all other models (1W).
Interndl load dissipation (0 25W)
4 For connector types and case mounting options.
see case style outline drawings
5 Prices and specifications subject to change
without notice.
pin and coaxial connections
see case style outline drawing
Series
PSCQ-2
· PSCQ-2- 1000
LRPQ
SCPQ
Sum Port
I
1
6
11
Port 
2
2
4
2
Port 2
5
8
I
5
Case
Ground
3.4.7,8
3.4.7.8
6625-01-186-4456
6625-01- 160-0151
5985-01-292-8834
5895-01-347-0206
50 ohms
Zi
PHASE
UNBALANCE
Degrees
Max.
60
80
3.0
3.0
30
30
40
3.0
3.0
4.0
AMPLITUDE
UNBALANCE
dB
Max.
0.8
1.0
42
4.5
4.2
1.5
4.2
4.5
4.2
4.2
PR CE
Qty.
(1-9)
79.95
79.95
6 95
61.95
64.95
61.95
61.95
54.95
54.95
5495
DISTRIBUTOR
F
A
C L
T o
O C
R A
Y L
S
0
0
0
Terminate
50 ohms
6
7
3
6
GND
2.5
NSN GUIDE
MCL NO.
PSCQ-2- 180
PSCQ-2-90
PSCQ-2-70
PSCQ-2-550
75
--
.
I! ]1
1
.fl
' -- -
2WAY-900
Power Splitter/Combiners o
PSCQ-2-90,
ZMSCQ-2-90,
ZSCQ-2-90
3.0
a.0
8.2
·. l
55 to 90MHz
F R E U E N C Y (MHZ)
a.
I,
-!{ i ! : i'
I I I ; R I 
F R E U E N C Y MHZ)
1.20
I I I S ; I 
F P E 0 U E N C Y (MHz)
FREQ. INSERT.
(MHz) LOSS (db)
S-4 -2
55.00 2.86 3.42
57.90 2.97 3.30
59.90 3.04 3.24
61.80 3.10 3.18
64.70 3.17 3.12
67.60 3.24 3.09
70.60 3.29 3.06
73.50 3.32 3.08
75.40 3.32 3.09
80.00 3.30 3.t8
82.20 3.27 3.25
85.10 3.20 3.33
87.10 3.15 3.44
89.00 3.10 3.53
90.00 3.07 3.61
AMP.
UNBAL.
(dB)
0.56
0.33
0.20
0.08
0.05
0.15
0.23
0.24
0.23
0.12
0.02
0.13
0.29
0.43
0.54
PHASE
(Doeg.)
90.11
90.13
90.13
90.16
90.20
90.30
90.33
90.51
90.48
90.89
91.05
91.34
91.59
91.85
91.99
ISOL.
(dB)
33.90
32.96
32.26
31.53
30.45
29.48
28.38
27.37
26.74
25.15
24.36
23.41
22.73
22.11
21.79
PSCQ-2-120
I FMlnl-C rcuits PsCO-2-120O
{ t RF],,eel of 0 mBm
. ' ; 
3.1°.......-
a
in
0
z
0
I..
inw
in
2
80 to 120MHz
F E U E N C Y (MHz)
a ... a
400.C9 .. a
I
.s.40
.. g
a3,
in
I1.0
I
FREQ.
(MHz)
80.00
82.10
85.30
87.40
90.50
92.60
95.80
100.00
102.10
105.30
107.40
110.50
113.70
115.80
120.00
F a 0 U N C Y MHZ)
F R E U E N C Y (MHz)
F I m U E N C (MHZ) 
F R E 0 U E N C Y (MHz)
INSERT.
LOSS (db)
S-t S-2
3.47 2.82
3.39 2.89
3.29 2.99
3.23 3.05
3.15 3.14
3.09 3.19
3.04 3.28
2.98 3.39
2.95 3.42
2.93 3.50
2.90 3.52
2.90 3.56
2.88 3.59
2.88 3.60
2.87 3.61
AMP.
UNBAL.
(dB)
0.65
0.50
0.30
0.18
0.0
PHASE
(Dog.)
89.22
89.23
89.28
89.25
89.35
ISOL.
(dB)
22.97
22.90
22.81
22.76
22.68
0.10 89.34 22.61
0.24 89.35 22.53
0.41 89.42 22.42
0.47 89.42 22.34
0.57 89.49 22.27
0.62 89.49 22.19
0.66 89.58 22.09
0.71 89.66 22.00
0.72 89.66 21.93
0.74 89.79 21.78
PSCQ-2-180,
ZMSCQ-2-180.
ZSCQ-2-180 120 to 180MH
[;]t~ni-CUSit PSCO-2- $
INSERT 1ON LOSS
t R lev-l Of 0 dm
,.oL --.--T.~. ........ .- ---
o .. ,M :::-· 
~. .........1..i ·z0 .
F RE U E N C Y (HzI
I _[[;]#ni-Crcults PscOa-8eo
,.... z s IQN.. ......
at P level of O dom
40~~ ~L  . .. ...
0 
R4E CM'
F R E 0] U E N C Y (MHZ)
m
XIn
flnClrcuitts Psco-2- 1eo0
It RF evel of O Bm __
1.31 o t 
· ~..... . ..- *-·; --- · t-1.20 - -
. .. . . . · . . .
i. oo R E 0 U E N C Y fM z)
__.-~ ........+C·-----~.... + ~-
! I i 2 1 3
F R E 0 U E N C Y (MHz)
FREQ.
(MHz)
120.00
123.20
126.30
129.50
132.60
INSERT.
LOSS (db)
5-4 S-2
3.80 2.69
3.72 2.76
3.63 2.84
3.55 2.92
3.48 2.99
135.80 3.41 3.07
138.90 3.34 3.13
140.60 3.31 3.17
145.20 3.23 3.26
150.00 3.16 3.35
153.20 3.11 3.43
159.50 3.03 3.53
164.30 2.99 3.62
170.60 2.94 3.70
180.00 2.92 3.76
AMP.
UNBAL.
(dB)
1.11
0.96
0.79
0.63
0.49
PHASE ISO
(Deg.) (d
88.74 39.7
88.72 39.6
88.65 39.3
88.65 38.9
88.61 38.5
0.34 88.61 38.3
0.21 88.58 38.2
0.14 88.53 37.8
0.03 88.53 37.!
0.19 88.56 36.1;
0.32 8.45 36.!
0.50 8.48 35.1
0.63 88.37 35.1
0.76 88.31 34.2
0.84 88.27 32.!
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ISOLATION
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broadband, linear
Low-Noise Amplifiers
up to 40mW (+ 16dBm) output
0. 1 to 1000 MHz
case style selection
outline drawings see Table of Contents
AMP
MODEL
NO.
AMP
case PP120
AMP-11-2
AMP-15
AMP- 75
AMP-76
AMP-77
MAN MANILN
case A05 MANIHLN
ZFL ZFL-500HLN
" ZFL-500LN
case Y39 ZF- 1000LN
FREQUENCY
MHz
fI lu
5- 1000
5- 1000
5-500
5-500
5-500
0.5-500
10-500
10-500
0.1-500
0.1-1000
Lw = Low Range
features
GAIN, dB
Flatnes Max.
Tot
Mhin. m Range
14 t 1.0
13 +0.6
19 ±0.4
26 ±0.7
15 ±0.4
28 +0.5
10 t0.5
19 -
24 -
20 -
(fL to fu/2)
± 1.0
t1.2
±1.0
±1.0
± 1.0
± 0.8
±0.4
±0.3
+0.5
m
* ideal for printed-circuit
designs (MAN & AMP series)
* smooth response over entire
band, no external resonances
* low impedance, less
susceptible to EMI
* easy to use,
50 ohm input/output
* all models are cascadable
MAX. POWER, dBm
Comnp. ln
-3.5
+8.0
+ 12.0
+ 13.5
+ 16.0
+8
+15
+16
+5
+3
= mid
+13
+13
+13
+6
+13
+15
+15
+15
+5
+5
Range (2
DYNAMIC
RANGE
NF P3
de dmrn
Typ. Typ.
3.0 +13
2.8 +22
2.4 +28
3.1 +28
3.3 +32
2.8 + 18
3.7 +30
3.8 +30
2.9 +14
2.9 + 14
fL to fu/2)
VSWR
in Out
2:4 2:
2:1 2:1
2:1 2:1
2:1 2:1
2:1 2:1
1.8:1 1.8:4
1.8:1 41.8:1
1.5:1 1.5:1
1.5:t 1.6:1
1.5:1 2:1
U=
DC POWER
Volt. Cunent
V. mA
15
15
15
15
15
12
12
15
15
15
12
29
29
68
56
60
70
110
60
60
PRICE$
Xtv
44.95
40.95
43.95
78.95
45.95
19.95
19.95
99.95
79.95
89.95
DISTRIBUTOR
F
A
C L
T 0
Y L
C
0
0
0
0
Upper Range (fu/2 to f)
NOTES:
* VSWR 1.6 maximum from 01. to 0.2 Mz.
Also available with BNC connectors. $5.00 additional
* case A06
1. For qualty control procedures, envronmental specifications,
see Table of Contents.
2. Absolute Maxnmun Ratings, see Envonmental Specifications page 3-13.
3. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
4. Maximum Operating Temperature for AMP series: -54°C-+85°C.
5. Maxinmum DC Voltage: 17V for AMP series, 12.5V for MAN series.
PIN CONFIGURATION
,SERS MAN AMP
2
4
3
3
MAN ZFL
RF N
RFOUT
DC
CASE GND
NOT USED
8
5
2,3,4,6
7
77
widest-variety of connector types
Frequency Mixers
LEVEL 7 (+ 7 dBm LO, up to + 1 dBm RF)
case style selection
outline drawings see Table of Contents
MODEL
NO.
LP ZP10514
case GG60
LLW ZLW-1
case M21 ZLW-1W
A ZLW--1
ZLW-2
ZLW-3
ZLW-s5
ZLW-6
ZLW-8
ZLW-11
ZLW-12
ZAD ZAD-1
case M22 ZAD-1W
ZAD-I-I
ZAD-2
ZAD-3
ZAD-4
ZAD-6
ZAD-8
ZAD- 11 
ZAD-12
FREQUENCY
MHz
LO/RF F
k-tu
.2-500
.5-500
1-750
.1-500
1-1000
.025-200
5-1500
.003-100
.0005-10
5-2000
800- 1250
.5-500
1-750
.1-500
1-1000
.025-200
5-1250
.003-100
.0005-10
5-2000
800-1250
DC-500
DC-500
DC-750
DC-500
DC-1000
DC-200
10-600
DC-100
DC-10
10-600
50-90
DC-500
DC-750
DC-500
.5-500
DC-200
.5-500
DC-100
DC-10
10-600
50-90
ZP
CONVERSION LOSS
dB
Mid-Band Total
m Range
X or Max. Max.
5.18 .026 7.0
5.84 .08
5.74 .05
4.82 .07
5.68 .08
4.61 .06
5.81 .08
4.58 .05
5.66 .08
6.85 .10
6.21 .13
5.24 .10
5.56 .05
4.83 .04
5.66 07
4.61 .06
5.71 .08
4.65 .08
5.79 .05
7.12 .12
6.21 .13
7.0
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
8.5
7.0
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
8.5
7.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
9.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
9.0
7.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
9.0
7.5
ZLWA ZAD
LO-RF ISOLATION, dB
L M U
Typ. Mn. Typ. Min. Typ. Mn.
55 45 50 35 35 30
50 45 45 30 35 25
50 45 45 30 35 25
50 45 45 30 35 25
55 45 40 25 35 20
60 50 45 35 35 25
55 40 35 25 30 20
60 50 45 30 35 25
60 50 50 40 45 35
50 45 35 25 30 20
35 25 35 25 35 25
50 45 45 30 35 25
50 45 45 30 35 25
50 45 45 30 35 25
45 30 35 20 30 20
60 50 45 35 35 25
50 40 40 20 30 20
60 50 45 30 35 25
60 50 50 40 45 35
50 45 35 25 30 20
35 25 35 25 35 25
LO-IF ISOLATION, dB
L M U
Typ. Min. Typ. Min. Typ. Min.
50 40 36 30 30 20
45 35 40 25
45 30 40 25
45 30 40 25
50 40 40 25
45 35 40 30
50 40 35 25
60 45 40 25
60 50 50 40
45 40 30 20
30 20 30 20
45 35 40 25
45 30 40 25
45 30 40 25
45 30 35 20
45 35 40 30
50 40 40 20
60 45 40 25
60 50 50 40
45 40 30 20
30 20 30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 25
45 35
25 15
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
30 20
45 35
25 15
30 20
L=low range (fL to 10 fL) M-=mid range (10fL to fu/2)
m=mid band (2fL to fu/2)
U=-upper range (fu/2 to fu)
NOTES:
I. For quality control procedures, environmental specifications,
and H-Rel, MIL and TX description see Table of Contents.
2. Absolute Maxlmun Ratings: RF power 50 mW, peak F current
40 mA.
3. For connector types and case mounting options, see case
style outline drawing, see Table of Contents.
4. Prices and specifications ubject to change without notice.
Q Available only with SMA connectors.
X = Average of conversion loss at center of mid-band frequency
(fL + fU/4).
d - Standard deviation.
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PRICE
$
Qty.
(1-9)
62.95
51.95
56.95
53.95
56.95
53.95
61.95
64.95
69.95
71.95
71.95
43.95
45.95
44.95
49.95
45.95
51.95
51.95
54.95
61.95
61.95
DISTRIBUTOR
F
A
C L
T 0
0 C
R A
Y L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*
f
I 1 l
Filters
low pass
DC- 1.2 GHz
case style selection
outline drawings see Table of Contents
MODEL
NO.
cOc SCLF SCLF-21.4
case YY161SCLF-30
SCLF-45
SCLF- 135
SCLF- 190
SCLF-380
SCLF-420
PLP PUp-5
PIP-10.7
PIP-21 .4
case A01 PLP-30
PLP-50
PLP-70
PLP-90
PLP-100
PIP-150
PLP-200
PLP-250
PIP- 300
PLP-450
PLP-550
PIP-600
PIP- 750
PIP-800
PLP-850
PLP-1000
PP- 1200
_LP-5
* _P-10.7
BLP _LP-21.4
case FF55 -P-30
_LP-50NLP _LP-70
case FF57 _P-90
_P- 100
_LP- 150
_P-200
*SLP _LP-300
case FF99 _LP-450
_IP-550
_LP-600
_P-750
_LP-800
_LP-850
_LP- 1000
-LP-1200
PASSBAND, MHz
(loss <1dB)
DC-22
DC-30
DC-45
DC-135
DC- 190
DC-380
DC-420
DC-5
DC-ii
DC-22
DC-32
DC-48
DC-60
DC-81
DC-98
DC-40O
DC- 190
DC-225
DC-270
DC -400
DC-520
DC-580
DC-700
DC- 720
DC-780
DC-900
DC- 1000
DC-5
DC-11
DC-22
DC-32
DC-48
DC-60
DC-81
DC-98
DC- 40
DC- 190
DC-270
DC-400
DC-520
DC-580
DC-700
DC-720
DC-780
DC-900
DC- 1000
fco, MHz
Nom.
(loss 3 dB)
24 5
35
55
155
210
440
570
6
14
24 5
35
55
67
90
108
155
210
250
297
440
570
640
770
800
850
990
1200
6
14
24 5
35
55
67
90
108
155
210
297
440
570
640
770
800
850
990
1200
SCLF PLP
PHP
STOP BAND, MHz
(loss> 20dB) (loss>40dB)
32-41
47-61
70-90
210-300
290-390
580-750
750-920
8-10
19-24
32-41
47-61
70-90
90-117
121-157
146-189
210-300
290-390
320-400
410-550
580-750
750-920
840-1120
1000-1300
1080-1400
1100-1400
1340- 1750
1620-2 100
8-10
19-24
32-41
47-61
70-90
90-117
121-157
146-189
210-300
290-390
410-550
580-750
750-920
840-1120
1000-1300
1080-1400
1100-1400
1340- 1750
1620-2100
41-200
61-200
90-200
300-600
390-800
750-1800
920-2000
10-200
24-200
41-200
61-200
90-200
117-300
157-400
189-400
300-600
390-800
400-1200
550-1200
750-1800
920-2000
1120-2000
1300-2000
1400-2000
1400-2000
1750-2000
2100-2500
10-200
24-200
41-200
61-200
90-200
117 -300
157-400
189-400
300-600
390-800
550- 1200
750-1800
920-2000
ii20-2000
1300-2000
1400-2000
1400-2000
1750-2000
2100-2500
NLP
NP
VSWR,
Passband Stopband
Typ. Typ.
1.7:1 18:.1
1 7:1 18 1
1 7:1 18:1
1 7:1 18:1
1.7.1 18.1
7I 18:1
1 7-1 18:1
1.7.1 18'1
1.71 18:1
1.7.1 18:1
1.7:1 18: 1
1.7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18.1
1.7:1 18.1
1.7 18.1
1.7:1 18.1
1.7:1 18:11.7:1 18:1
1 7:1 18:1
1 7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1 7.1 18.1
7 18:1
1.71 1 8.1
1.7.1 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18.1
1 7:1 18.1
1 7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1,7:1 18.1
1.7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1 71 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1.7 I 18:1
I 7:1 18:1
1.7:1 18:1
1 7 18:1
1 7:1 181
17:1 18:1
1 7:t 18:1
1 7 18.1
1 7-1 18 1
1.7:1 18 
*Add prefix letter B, N, or S to _LP where applicable (see note 4)
PRICE
Note 
1 _9)
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
1145
1145
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
11.45
1 .45
11.45
11.45
145
11.45
1145
11.45
11.45
1145
11.45
1145 . 5
11.45
32.95
32 95
32.95
32.95
32.95
32 95
32.95
32.95
32.95
32.95
3295
32 95
32.95
32.95
32.95
32 95
32 95
32 95
32 95
LOW PASS
TYPICAL FREOUENCY RESPONSE ;
I /
fi -
L . . ;s
HIGH PASS
TYPICAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE
gr M -x
e .quCy .CO
Y < ~e - ' .... : .... ,
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50 ohms
DISTRIBUTOR
F
A
C L
T 0
O C
R A
y L
0
0
0
0
-- ' -
--- ._ _ _ 
DC-5 MHz LP-10.7 DC-11 MHz
MODEL SELECTION
(choose prefix)
P = plug in N = typeN
B = BNC S = SMA
LP-21.4 DC-22 MHz
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FREOUEN CY ( HZ 
Freq. ILLou1 R.L Freq. G.Delayi a i i
(MHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (MHz) (nsec)
25.1 1.0 147.473
32.4 2.0 150.986
15.6 3.0 458.958
142 3.5 164.573
15.8 4.0 173.418
25.4 - 4.5 192.059
25.5 5.0 215.975
15.8 5.3 253.980
7.2 5.8 294.321
2.0 6.0 326.824
.2 6.3 306.701
0.9 6.8 223.890
0S 7.0 180.770
OA 7.3 106.737
0.3 7.8 73.246
0.3 8.0 54.493
0.3 8.3 38.639
0.2 8.5 31.119
0.2 8.8 29.126
0.2 9.0 28.459
0.2 9.5 27.231
0.1 10.0 26.911
0.1 12.0 26.682
0.t 13.0 25945
0.1 140 25.338
0.1 16.0 24.483
0.1 48.0 24.079
0.1 20.0 23.998
0. 22.0 23.815
0.1 24.0 23.723
FREOUENCY ( H z
Freq. I.Loa
i a
(MHz) (dB) (dB)
t.0 0.07 0.
2.0 0.09 0.4
3.0 0.12 0.4
5.0 0.32 0.1
7.0 0.47 0.
10.0 065 0.1
11.0 0.75 0.4
13.0 4.40 02
14.0 2.93 0.6
15.0 6.69 12
16.0 11.80 1.5
17.0 17.23 1.5
17.5 19.81 1.6
18.0 22.31 1.6
19.0 27.01 1.7
20.0 31.35 1.7
21.5 37.46 1.8
22.5 41.58 2.0
23.0 43.42 2.0
23.5 45.39 2.3
24.0 47.26 2.3
67.5 69.85 8.9
89.5 68.74 2.9
11.5 69.814 2.2
133.5 73.98 3.2
156.0 74.31 4.9
167.0 77.32 6.1
178.0 71.38 2.8
189.0 75.13 2.8
200.0 72.96 2.1
80
R.L Freq. G.Delayi i
(dB) (MHz) (nsec)
35.4 1.0 58.799
29.3 2.0 59.400
26.7 3.0 59274
18.8 5.0 60.968
16.4 7.0 63.357
21.3 10.0 74.878
24.0 11.0 81219
15.6 42.0 91.066
7.4 13.0 07.182
3.1 13.5 117.873
.5 14.0 126.316
1. 15.0 118.462
1.0 15.5 101.874
0.9 16.0 88.384
0.8 16.5 69.668
0.8 17.0 58263
0.7 17.5 48.582
0.7 18.0 41.979
0.7 19.0 32.499
0.7 20.0 26260
0.7 21.0 22.782
0.5 21.5 15.910
0.5 22.0 16.353
0.5 22.5 13.868
0.5 23.0 3.792
0.5 23.5 9.849
0.5 24.0 9.527
0.5 67.5 9.305
0.5 78.5 8.983
0.5 89.5 8.696
FRE 
Freq. I.Los
x a
(MHz) (dB) (dB)
1.0 0.10 0.1
20 0.12 0.0
5.0 0.21 0.1
10.0 0.29 0.1
15.0 0.45 0.1
20.0 0.45 0.1
22.0 0.60 0.1
23,5 1.46 0.4
24.5 3.45 1.0
25.0 495 12
27.0 12.37 1.5
29.0 49.53 1.4
30.0 22.77 1.4
31.0 25.77 1.3
32.0 28.62 1.3
33.0 31.31 1.3
35.0 36.30 12
38.0 42.86 1.3
39.0 45.08 1.1
40.0 46.77 1.0
41.0 48.73 4.0
86.5 76.16 2.0
105.0 77.54 4.3
124.0 75.42 0.6
143.0 75.51 1.8
162.0 74.57 3.5
171.5 75.79 4.4
181.0 8.15 82
190.5 76.97 3.2
200.0 72.23 2.4
UE CY (HZ I
R.L Freq. G.Delayi i
(dB) (MHz) (nsc)
31.7 1.0 36.156
26.4 2.0 36.114
240 5.0 36.803
23.3 10.0 38.686
16.1 5.0 42252
27.7 20.0 55732
21.6 22.0 69.397
9.6 23.0 81.704
4.4 23.5 88289
3.0 24.0 92.344
0.7 24.5 91.461
0.3 250 85.660
0.3 26.0 66.763
02 27.0 48.882
0.2 28.0 36.298
0.2 29.0 28.750
0.1 30.0 24.488
0. 31.0 19.404
0.1 32.0 17.880
0.1 33.0 13.725
0.1 340 13.701
0.1 35.0 14.628
0.1 36.0 8.862
0.1 38.0 7443
0.0 39.0 7.393
0. 40.0 9.968
0.1 41.0 2.673
0.1 86.5 2.561
0.1 96.0 2.444
0.1 105.0 2281
rugged, high selectivity
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1.0 0.08
2.0 0.13
3.0 0.34
3.5 0.69
4.0 0.71
4.5 0.73
5.0 0.91
5.8 2.41
6.0 3.35
6.3 9.49
6.8 11.67
7.0 16.87
7.3 23.49
7.8 29.30
8.0 34.55
8.3 3927
8.5 41.68
8.8 4205
9.0 42.44
9.5 43.73
10.0 47.90
12.0 63.04
16.0 75.52
22.0 7562
35.0 74.63
80.0 77.85
156.0 81.35
178.0 75.08
189.0 77.64
200.0 78.15
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.t40.1
0.10.1
0.7
0.8
1.3
1.1
1.2
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case styles
o inn ch
outline dimensions(m)
A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T gr;:
770 800 .385 400 .370 400 200 .20 14 031 5.2
1956 2032 978 1016 940 1016 508 508 356 79
480 500 390 405 .210 230 .100 .20 .14 .020 2.3
1220 1270 991 1029 534 585 254 508 356 51
.770 800 200 210 370 400 200 .20 .14 031 3.7
19 56 20 32 508 533 940 10 16 508 508 356 79
770 800 240 .250 370 .400 200 .20 14 .031 3.7
19 56 20 32 610 635 940 10 16 508 508 356 79
770 800 285 310 .370 .400 200 .20 14 .031 5.2
1956 2032 724 788 940 1016 508 508 356 79
480 500 240 255 210 230 .100 .20 .14 .020 1.9
1220 1 270 610 648 534 585 254 508 356 51
.480 500 .240 255 .210 .230 .16 100 .14 .20 .020 1.9
1220 1270 610 648 534 585 407 254 356 508 51
480 500 .390 405 .210 .230 .16 100 .14 .20 020 2.3
12 20 12 70 9 91 10 29 5 34 5 85 4 07 2 54 3 56 5 08 51
770 810 .380 410 .030 .200 .20 .14 11.0
1956 2058 966 1042 77 508 508 356
1 000 1 025 390 430 500 .525 025 .300 .200 .09 .13 .150 20 .14 8.5
2540 2604 991 1093 1270 1334 64 752 508 229 331 3:':1 508 356
1 000 1 025 240 280 500 .525 .025 300 200 09 13 150 20 .14 7.5
25 40 26 04 610 712 12 70 13 34 64 762 508 229 331 381 508 356
1 580 1 620 .380 .410 .770 .810 030 .200 .10 .20 .14 23.0
40 13 41 15 966 1042 19 56 20 58 77 508 254 508 356
200 2 00 .75 1.00 25 1.500 .125 .39 1.00 .50 1.00 170.0
5080 5080 1905 2540 635 3810 318 991 2540 1270 2540
2 00 2 00 .75 1.00 .13 1.750 .125 .39 1 00 .50 1.00 170.0
50 80 50 80 19 05 25 40 3 31 44 45 3 18 9 91 25 40 12 70 25 40
1 25 1 25 .75 63 38 .61 - .80 80 .76 .125 1.688 2 18 .75 .07 85.0
31 75 31 75 1905 1601 966 1550 - 2032 2032 1931 318 4288 5538 1905 178
1.25 1.25 - 63 .38 .61 - - - .76 .125 1.688 2.18 .75 .07 85.0
31 75 31 75 - 1601 966 1550 - - - 1931 3 18 4288 5538 1905 1 78
1 25 1.25 .75 63 .38 1.000 .125 1.000 - - 125 1.688 2.8 .75 .07 70.00
3175 31 75 19 05 16 01 9 66 25 40 3 18 25 40 - - 3 18 42 88 55 38 19 05 178
125 125 75 63 .38 1.000 .125 1.000 - - .125 1 688 2.18 .75 .07 75.0
3175 3175 19 05 16 01 9 66 25 40 3 18 25 40 - - 3 18 42 88 55 38 19 05 1 78
125 125 .75 63 .38 1.000 .125 1.000 - - .125 1 688 2 18 .75 .07 70.0
3175 3175 19 05 16 01 966 25 40 318 25 40 - - 318 42 88 55 38 19 05 178
150 113 1.00 .50 .155 2 345 .138 .987 2 50 .10 .31 1.19 - .66 - - .150 37.0
38 10 28 70 25 40 12 70 3 94 59 57 3 51 25 07 63 50 2 54 7 88 30 23 - 16 77 - - 3.81
2 25 138 1.24 .50 150 3.100 .138 1.238 325 .10 .40 1.86 - .64 - - .150 74.0
57 15 3505 31 50 1270 381 7874 3.51 31 45 8255 254 10 16 47 25 - 1626 - - 381
1.50 1 13 1 00 .50 .155 2.345 138 .987 2 50 .10 .31 .75 1.19 .66 - - .150 40.0
3810 2870 2540 1270 394 5957 351 2507 6350 254 788 1905 3023 1676 - - 381
2 25 1 38 1.24 50 .150 3.100 .138 1.238 3 25 10 .40 1.15 1 86 .64 - - .150 74.0
57 15 3505 31 50 1270 381 7874 351 31 45 8255 254 10 16 2921 4725 1626 - - 381
2 25 1 38 1.24 50 150 3.100 .138 1.238 3.25 .10 63 1.06 1 63 .69 - - .150 70.0
57 15 3505 31 50 1270 381 7874 351 31 45 8255 254 1600 2693 4140 1753 - - 381
tolerance x±. I xx± .03 xxx± .015 inch
*NOTES:
A MATERIAL AND FINISH
Al Header material C R S . Pin material. #52 alloy Finish; electro tin, hot-oil
flowed Cover material. cupro-nickel
A6 Case material, aluminum alloy. Finish. blue paint over indite.
A10 Case material, aluminum alloy. Finish. grey paint
Al l Case material, aluminum alloy Finish, blue anodized
B MOUNTING
B1 Mounting bracket available on request. Add suffix B to part number
82 Mounhng bracket available on request. For bracket mounted on connector
end add suffix B to part number and $5 00 to unit cost. For bracket mounted
on the rear. add suffix BR to part number and add $1 50 to unit cost
83 Insulated spacer available Request P/N B14-045-01
B4 Insulated spacer available Request P/N B 14-047-01.
B6 Bracket version only
C MARKING
Cl. For port markings 1. 2. and 3 see specification data sht
81
oz. -grams x.0353
D. CONNECTORS
01. Connectors SMA Standard BNC on request (no charge). Male SMA on request
consult factory
D2 Connectors please specify, unless otherwise noted. BNC is standard, TNC,
SMA and Type N. consult factory. (ZAPD -4 units not avaiable with BNC).
03 For Bracket Version, Option B. this dimension. 'C. changes from 075 to 0.94
inches
04. FTP Models available:
Al 5 female BNC/isolated female BNC.
C15 male BNC/isolated female BNC.
FT Models available:
:A16 female BNC/female BNC 75 ohms.
:B16 female BNC/male BNC 75 ohms.
*C16 male NC/female BNC 75 ohms.
05 Connectors NC standard, TNC consult factory.
D6. Connectors Female SMA only, Male SMA available on request consult factory.
E SPECIAL TOLERANCES
E P in diameter 005 inch.
case
no.
Aol
Ao3
Ao4
Ao5
Ao6
All
Bo2
B13
C07
Do8
Do9
ElO
F14
F53
G15
G144
H16
J17
K18
L19
L20
M21
M22
M23
I NOTES 
Al, B3, El
Al, B4. El
Al, B3, El
Al, B3, El
Al, B3, El
Al, B4, El
Al, 84, El
Al. B4, El
Al, El
Al, El
Al, El
Al, El
AIO
Cl. D2
A10
Cl. 02
A10
81, D1
A10. 86
D6
A10, 81,
D2, D3. D4
A10, 81,
D2, 03
A10. 1
Cl, 02, D3
A6, All, B2
D6
A6, All, B2
D5
A6, All, B2
Cl, D6
A6, All, B2
Cl. 05
A6, All
B2, Cl, 06
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outline dimensions (mm)
A B C D E FG H J K L M N P Q R S T grams.
2.00 2.00 .75 .90 .156 1.688 .125 .392 1.00 .50 1.00 1.25 225.0
5080 5080 1905 2286 396 4288 3.18 996 2540 12.70 2540 31 75
350 2.13 .88 .250 1.750 3.250 .250 1.813 .125 .44 .415 .89 250.00
88 90 54 10 22 35 6.35 44 45 82 55 635 46 05 3 18 11 18 10 54 2261
1.40 .58 .73 2.59 - 40.0
35 56 14 73 1854 65.79 -
.98 .43 47 1.70 - 18.0
2489 1092 1194 4318 -
1.54 .72 81 2.96 82 90.0
39 12 18 29 20.58 75 18 20 83
1.40 .58 .61 2.59 .64 45.0
35 56 14 73 15.50 65 79 16 26
1.27 .72 .47 1.98 42.0
3226 1829 1194 50.29
2.31 1.20 .60 .125 2.062 .30 .53 .63 75.0
5868 3048 1524 318 5238 762 1346 16.00
9.31 1.60 3.57 8.84 .25 .88 .36 .160 .34 .69 .54 .66 8.34 .33 .06 1090.0
23647 4064 9068 22454 635 2235 914 4.06 837 1753 1372 16.76 21184 838 152
1.50 1.13 .97 50 .155 2.345 .14 .850 2.50 .10 .44 .75 .63 .54 .37 .43 .150 .73 50.0
3810 2870 2464 1270 394 5957 355 21.60 6350 2.54 11.17 19.05 16.00 1371 9.39 1092 3.81 1854
.30 .27 .23 .010 .042 .020 .100 .05 .05 .035 .036 .26 .575 .50
7 62 6 86 5 84 .25 1 07 51 2 54 1.27 1 27 88 .91 6 60 14 60
1.43 .58 .75 21.5
36 32 14.73 19 05
1.19 .58 .51 14.0
30 23 14 73 12.95
1.43 .82 .68 48.5
36 32 20 83 17.27
1.43 .61 .75 24.0
36 32 15 49 19.05
3.66 3.25 2.13 .25 3.16 .38 2.50 .156 .72 .64 .74 1.78 2.30 .125 .50 2.66 440.0
9296 82.55 54.10 635 8026 9.65 6350 3.96 18.29 16.26 18.80 45.21 58.42 3 18 12.70 67.56
.360 .250 .25 .016 .020 .04 .200 1.5
914 635 6.35 41 51 102 508
.50 .21 .150 .016 .020 .04 .300 1.5
1270 533 381 41 51 102 762
.500 .250 .26 .016 .020 .04 .300 .150 .150 .075 3.5
1270 660 660 .41 51 1 02 7.62 381 3.81 1.91
.600 .250 .26 .016 .020 .04 .400 .200 .200 .100 4.0
15 24 635 6.60 .41 .51 102 10 16 5.08 508 254
4.06 1.60 2.125 3.56 .25 .88 .38 .160 .4 .69 .58 .66 3.13 .8 .06 .33 350.0
103 13 40.64 53.98 90.43 6.35 22 35 9 15 4.07 10.16 17.53 14 73 16.77 79.50 20 32 1.53 8.38
wi 
NOTES'
A10,
Dll
A10,
D11
A9. D12
A9. 013
A9, D14
A9, D15
A9, D13
A10,
D10
A5, D10
A6,. All,
D17
A3, E2 FI
A9. D18
A9, D19
A9, D20
A9, D21
A7, AS.
D6
A12, C3
A12, C3
A12, C3
A12, C3
AS, A10,
D9
tolerance x ± .1 xx + .03 xxx ±+ .015 inch oz. = grams x.0353
'NOTES
A. MATERIAL AND FINISH
A3 Case material. epoxy. Pin material; iron-nickel alloy. Finish; bright
tin-plate per MIL-T-10727.
A5 Case material; C.R.S. Finish; grey paint over hot-tin dip
A6. Case material; aluminum alloy. Finish; blue paint over iridite.
A7 Case material. aluminum alloy. Finish, case black paint. Heat sink.
black anodize Baseplate inridite per MIL-C-5541.
A8 Case material; aluminum alloy. Finish; case indite. Heat sink. black
anodize
A9 Case material. brass. Finish: nickel plate.
A10O Case material: aluminum alloy. Finish, grey paint.
Al 1 Case material: aluminum alloy. Finish. blue anodized.
A12. Header finish: gold plate per MIL-G-45204. Case material;
cupro-mnickel
C. MARKING
C3 For Pin designations ee specification data sheet.
D. CONNECTORS
D6 Connectors. Female SMA only. Male SMA available on request.
consult factory.
D9. Connectors BNC standard TNC or Female SMA on request.
consult factory.
D10. Connectors. BNC standard. SMA on request. consult factory.
D11. Connectors; Please specify; Type N or SMA
D12 Connectors. Male BNC. Female BNC standard Other combinations with SMA
available on request, consult factory.
D13. Connectors; Male SMA. Female SMA only.
D14.Connectors; Male N. Female N standard. Combinations with BNC, SMA. TNC
available on request. consult factory.
D15. Connectors; Male TNC. Female TNC only.
D17. Connectors. Female SMA only.
D18. Connectors. Male BNC only.
D19. Connectors. Male SMA only.
D20. Connectors. Male Type N only.
D21. Connectors. Male TNC only.
E. SPECIAL TOLERANCES
E2 Lead width ±+ .010: lead thickness _ .005 inch.
F. PACKAGING
F1-15. Tape and reel packaging available. See pages 0-38 and 0-39 for details.
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I 1 l
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Appendix E
Microprocessor Data for a Typical Frequency Sweep
Representative data collected by the microprocessor for Resonator A in figure 5.3 are
shown in Tables E. 1, E.2 and E.3 for the data from channel 0, channel 1, and the total
power received at each discrete frequency after digitally shifting the voltage level back to
a range of -2.5 volts to 2.5 volts. This data was found to have a resonant frequency at
67.675 MHz using the Hewlett Packard network analyzer. The microprocessor found a
resonant peak at 67.600 to 67.675 MHz. The tabulated numbers have values for 2's
complement representation in which negative values are formed by taking the magnitude
of the binary number, changing all the s to Os and vice versa, and then adding one to this
value. This means that the MSB will always have a value of 0 if the number is positive,
and a 1 if the value is negative. A more complete background in signed integer
representation by computers can be found in [12].
To better understand these tables, start with Table E.3 which gives the square of
the measured voltage (A2) which is proportional to received power at each frequency.
Searching Table E.3, the maximum value is found at memory location 5240 in
hexadecimal (5240H). This value of 00027AEA hexadecimal equals 162,538 in decimal.
With a 10 bit A/D conversion (210)2 = 1,048,576 in decimal and corresponds to 25
(volts)2 . Therefore 162,538 corresponds to A2 = 3.875 (volts)2, or A = 1.97 volts.
At memory location 4240H in Table E.1 is found the corresponding channel 0
value of 99 in hexadecimal or 153 decimal, equal to Acos(~). With 10 bit A/D conversion,
210 = 1024 corresponds to 5 volts, so Acos() = 5 (153 / 1024) = 0.747 volts. At memory
location 4940H in Table E.2 is found the corresponding channel 1 value of FFFFFE8B in
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hexadecimal. Because this binary value has a 1 as the most significant bit (MSB), this
value is known to be negative. Since the numbers are 2s complement, to find the
magnitude of this value, 1 must be subtracted, and all the bits flipped, to obtain a
magnitude of 175 hexadecimal or 373 decimal. Thus, the value stored at memory location
4940H has a value of -373 in decimal. From this, Asin(O) = 5 (-373 / 1024) = -1.821 volts.
Taking the ratio of channel 1 to channel 0 values gives tan (q) = -1.821 / 0.747 or 1 =
-67.70.
As a check, the sum of the squares of channel 0 and channel 1 values do give the
Table E.3 value of 3.875 (volts)2 .
Specific memory locations in Tables E. 1, E.2, or E.3 can be found using the digital
display to frequency conversion Table C. 1. The following formula for memory location
is:
Memory location = Base memory location + 8 x (digital display number)
where all values are in hexadecimal.
The base memory in hexadecimal is 4000H for channel 0, 4700H for channel 1,
and 5000H for power. For a given frequency, Table C. 1 gives the digital display number
in binary. This number must be converted to hexadecimal to be used in the above formula.
The digital display number is half the sample number as discussed at the end of section 4.5
within +1 because odd sample numbers divided by 2 are rounded down. In addition, a
factor of 4 arises because each memory location is 4 bytes long. The product of these two
factors gives the memory scaling factor of 8 in the above memory location formula.
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Channel 0 data read from microprocessor
Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location +O Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
4000H: OOOOOOOE 0000001A 00000021 0000001A
4010H: FFFFFFF1 FFFFFFE7 0000000B 00000007
4020H: 00000017 00000012 00000012 00000007
4030H: FFFFFFE7 FFFFFFE5 00000014 FFFFFFEC
4040H: FFFFFFEA OOOOOOOD FFFFFFF2 FFFFFFEB
4050H: FFFFFFFF 00000014 FFFFFFE2 0000001A
4060H: 00000006 FFFFFFF4 FFFFFFE5 FFFFFFE4
4070H: FFFFFFE7 FFFFFFFB 00000016 FFFFFFFB
4080H: 00000003 00000016 00000012 00000012
4090H: 00000006 FFFFFFE5 FFFFFFEO FFFFFFE2
40AOH: FFFFFFE9 FFFFFFFE 00000012 FFFFFFE7
40BOH: 00000017 FFFFFFFB FFFFFFDD 00000013
40COH: FFFFFFF9 FFFFFFEO FFFFFFF5 0000000D
40DOH: FFFFFFE9 00000007 00000006 FFFFFFDC
40EOH: 00000013 FFFFFFF3 FFFFFFF1 FFFFFFF1
40FOH: FFFFFFEO FFFFFFFB 00000001 FFFFFFEE
4100H: 00000010 00000012 FFFFFFE3 FFFFFFDB
4110H: FFFFFFE4 FFFFFFDD OOOOOOOB OOOOOOOE
4120H: FFFFFFEB 0000000D FFFFFFEO FFFFFFEO
4130H: 00000008 FFFFFFDA FFFFFFEF OOOOOOOD
4140H: FFFFFFD9 FFFFFFF2 00000008 FFFFFFD9
4150H: 00000005 FFFFFFEA FFFFFFE3 OOOOOOOA
4160H: FFFFFFE1 FFFFFFED 00000003 FFFFFFD7
Table E.1: Channel 0 data
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Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location +O Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
4170H: FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFB FFFFFFD7 00000004
4180H: FFFFFFE1 FFFFFFD4 FFFFFFEF 00000004
4190H: FFFFFFE9 FFFFFFED 00000007 FFFFFFDC
41AOH: OOOOOOOA FFFFFFF6 FFFFFFE7 FFFFFFFF
41BOH: FFFFFFFB OOOOOOOE FFFFFFEO FFFFFFFF
41COH: FFFFFFEO FFFFFFE5 000000OOD FFFFFFDE
41DOH: OOOOOOOE FFFFFFFF FFFFFFDE 00000013
41EOH: FFFFFFE7 FFFFFFE8 00000005 FFFFFFE5
41FOH: 0000001C FFFFFFFE 000000B 000000OB
4200H: FFFFFFED FFFFFFF9 FFFFFFFB 00000027
4210H: FFFFFFFD FFFFFFFC 00000028 00000012
4220H: 00000035 00000033 00000037 0000001B
4230H: 00000021 0000003F 00000054 00000079
4240H: 00000099 000000AA6 000000F2 0000013F
4250H: 0000015A 00000146 00000132 0000011F
4260H: 000000F9 000000F2 OOOOOOEF 000000A9
4270H: 000000A4 0000008E 00000086 00000099
4280H: 00000071 0000006C 0000008A 0000006F
4290H: 00000089 00000093 00000078 00000088
42AOH: 00000067 00000085 00000086 0000006C
42BOH: 000000A4 00000080 00000078 OOOOOOAC
42COH: 00000089 000000B6 000000AC 0000008F
42DOH: 000000B8 000000A4 OOOOOOAO 000000B3
42EOH: 000000AA7 000000D2 OOOOOOBE 000000AB
42FOH: 000000DA 000000B4 00000OB1 OOOOOOCB
4300H: 000000D7 000000E9 000000EO OOOOOOBC
Table E.1: Channel 0 data
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Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location +0 Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
4310H: 000000C3 000000C5 000000E7 OOOOOOEB
4320H: 000000F5 OOOOOOBF 000000C2 000000C2
4330H: OOOOOOCB 000000F2 000000F4 000000F3
4340H: 000000E8 000000DF OOOOOOEO OOOOOOFB
4350H: 000000F3 000000C2 OOOOOOCF OOOOOOCD
4360H: 000000CC 000000E9 000000D8 000000D1
4370H: 000000DC OOOO000000OFA 0000010A OOOOOOEE
4380H: 000000EE 000000E2 00000118 0000011A
4390H: 0000011F 00000122 00000103 000000F3
43AOH: 00000107 0000011OOllE 00000109 0000010C
43BOH: 0000013A 0000014B 00000129 0000015A
43COH: 0000015D 00000151 00000166 0000015A
43DOH: 0000013E 00000175 00000174 0000016B
43EOH: 0000014E 00000151 00000167 00000178
43FOH: 00000144 00000151 0000014E 00000175
4400H: 0000014B 00000147 00000159 00000181
4410H: 00000171 0000015F 00000167 00000184
4420H: 00000150 0000016D 0000017F 0000015A
4430H: 00000165 00000177 00000150 00000142
4440H: 00000167 00000163 0000014E 0000012E
4450H: 00000129 0000015C 0000014D 0000011D
4460H: 00000125 00000114 0000011E 00000111
4470H: 0000013C 0000011B 000000FC 00000102
4480H: 00000127 0000011C 00000105 0000010D
4490H: OOOOOOFC 000000El 00000104 OOOOOOFD
44AOH: OOOOO0ED 000000C7 000000CC 000000D3
Table E.1: Channel 0 data
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Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location +O Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
44BOH: 000000D9 000000D2 OOOOOOAA OOOOOOCE
44COH: 000000CO 000000B7 00000096 000000B6
44DOH: 00000OA1 000000OAO 00000088 00000OO A5
44EOH: 0000008C 0000007F 0000007A 00000OAB
44FOH: 00000096 00000072 00000071 0000009D
4500H: 0000009F 00000083 0000006A 00000098
4510H: 00000095 00000091 00000072 00000073
4520H: 00000078 0000006E 00000052 00000059
4530H: 00000074 00000050 0000004E 0000005F
4540H: 00000056 0000005E 0000004A 00000041
4550H: 00000052 0000006D 00000060 0000003A
4560H: 00000035 0000003A 00000068 0000006A
4570H: 00000038 00000037 0000004E 00000066
4580H: 00000050 00000067 0000005A 00000053
4590H: 00000072 0000007B 00000078 00000049
45AOH: 0000007B 0000006C 0000004E 00000057
45BOH: 00000060 00000059 00000081 00000082
45COH: 0000005B 0000005C 0000005E 0000007D
45DOH: 0000007C 00000072 00000069 0000006E
45EOH: 00000081 00000096 0000009D 00000071
45FOH: 0000006A 0000009E 0000009E 000000A2
4600H: 0000006F 0000009B 0000008B 00000089
4610H: 00000080 0000009F 0000009E 0000007C
4620H: 00000087 OOOOOOAO 00000099 000000A7
4630H: 0000008C 0000008A 00000OA2 000000CO
4640H: 0000009A
Table E.1: Channel 0 data
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Channel 1 data read from microprocessor:
Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location +O Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
4700H: FFFFFF7B FFFFFF8B FFFFFF8B FFFFFF8E
4710H: FFFFFFC4 FFFFFFBC FFFFFF7C FFFFFF7E
4720H: FFFFFFAO FFFFFFA8 FFFFFFA4 FFFFFFAF
473OH: FFFFFFB7 FFFFFFB8 FFFFFFA8 FFFFFFC4
474OH: FFFFFFAE FFFFFF79 FFFFFFC4 FFFFFF9C
475OH: FFFFFF7F FFFFFF9D FFFFFFB8 FFFFFF81
4760H: FFFFFFA7 FFFFFFCO FFFFFF9F FFFFFFBE
4770H: FFFFFFA3 FFFFFF76 FFFFFF98 FFFFFF77
4780H: FFFFFF77 FFFFFF7E FFFFFF8C FFFFFF97
4790H: FFFFFFA2 FFFFFFB9 FFFFFFAF FFFFFFBD
47AOH: FFFFFF92 FFFFFF72 FFFFFF78 FFFFFF85
47BOH: FFFFFF82 FFFFFFAD FFFFFFB6 FFFFFF78
47COH: FFFFFFAB FFFFFFB1 FFFFFF71 FFFFFF70
47DOH: FFFFFF8A FFFFFF71 FFFFFFA2 FFFFFFA7
47EOH: FFFFFF85 FFFFFFAA FFFFFFAE FFFFFF71
47FOH: FFFFFF9A FFFFFF6A FFFFFF67 FFFFFFAB
480OH: FFFFFF6C FFFFFF72 FFFFFFAC FFFFFFA7
4810H: FFFFFFAB FFFFFF95 FFFFFF66 FFFFFF70
482OH: FFFFFF6E FFFFFF69 FFFFFFAA FFFFFF90
4830H: FFFFFF84 FFFFFF9F FFFFFF5D FFFFFF6C
484OH: FFFFFF9A FFFFFF64 FFFFFF80 FFFFFF81
4850H: FFFFFF57 FFFFFF93 FFFFFF6C FFFFFF6A
4860H: FFFFFF98 FFFFFF5A FFFFFF73 FFFFFF90
Table E.2: Channel 1 data
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Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location + 0 Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
4870H: FFFFFF49 FFFFFF7F FFFFFF7F FFFFFF4F
4880H: FFFFFF89 FFFFFF83 FFFFFF47 FFFFFF60
4890H: FFFFFF49 FFFFFF41 FFFFFF5E FFFFFF74
48AOH: FFFFFF4C FFFFFF35 FFFFFF77 FFFFFF2E
48BOH: FFFFFF68 FFFFFF41 FFFFFF5D FFFFFF5B
48COH: FFFFFF3B FFFFFF65 FFFFFF22 FFFFFF57
48DOH: FFFFFF36 FFFFFF16 FFFFFF53 FFFFFF1D
48EOH: FFFFFF29 FFFFFF4E FFFFFF04 FFFFFF48
48FOH: FFFFFF19 FFFFFEF9 FFFFFF2D FFFFFEEE
4900H: FFFFFF14 FFFFFF2A FFFFFF27 FFFFFEE4
4910H: FFFFFEE3 FFFFFF18 FFFFFEF8 FFFFFF03
4920H: FFFFFEC3 FFFFFEB6 FFFFFEA8 FFFFFEB6
4930H: FFFFFED5 FFFFFEDO FFFFFEC6 FFFFFE83
4940H: FFFFFE8B FFFFFED5 FFFFFF04 FFFFFFOB
4950H: FFFFFF33 FFFFFF7F FFFFFFCA FFFFFFA4
4960H: FFFFFFEO FFFFFFDO FFFFFF9F FFFFFFCC
4970H: FFFFFFC5 FFFFFFBE FFFFFFB5 FFFFFFA2
4980H: FFFFFF9B FFFFFF9B FFFFFF54 FFFFFF63
4990H: FFFFFF49 FFFFFF61 FFFFFF85 FFFFFF72
49AOH: FFFFFF71 FFFFFF38 FFFFFF67 FFFFFF68
49BOH: FFFFFF3B FFFFFF6D FFFFFF62 FFFFFF2F
49COH: FFFFFF3F FFFFFF33 FFFFFF54 FFFFFF38
49DOH: FFFFFF50 FFFFFF65 FFFFFF3F FFFFFF2C
49EOH: FFFFFF30 FFFFFF33 FFFFFF63 FFFFFF72
49FOH: FFFFFF51 FFFFFF79 FFFFFF6D FFFFFF32
4AOOH: FFFFFF36 FFFFFF49 FFFFFF63 FFFFFF7F
Table E.2: Channel 1 data
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Memory Memory Memory Memory Memory
Location Location +O Location +4 Location + 8 Location + 12
4A10H: FFFFFF85 FFFFFF65 FFFFFF40 FFFFFF45
4A20H: FFFFFF4E FFFFFF85 FFFFFF86 FFFFFF81
4A30H: FFFFFF6E FFFFFF6D FFFFFF5A FFFFFF6D
4A40H: FFFFFF7F FFFFFF4C FFFFFF50 FFFFFF62
4A50H: FFFFFF6B FFFFFF8D FFFFFF62 FFFFFF71
4A60H: FFFFFF7E FFFFFF89 FFFFFF93 FFFFFF92
4A70H: FFFFFF93 FFFFFF4A FFFFFF61 FFFFFF8F
4A80H: FFFFFF8E FFFFFF89 FFFFFF5A FFFFFF5A
4A90H: FFFFFF57 FFFFFF67 FFFFFF5E FFFFFF95
4AAOH: FFFFFF9B FFFFFF8D FFFFFF7E FFFFFFAO
4ABOH: FFFFFF89 FFFFFF7D FFFFFFAF FFFFFF90
4ACOH: FFFFFF79 FFFFFFB2 FFFFFFAF FFFFFF8C
4ADOH: FFFFFFC7 FFFFFFB2 FFFFFFA3 FFFFFFA9
4AEOH: FFFFFFFB FFFFFFFD FFFFFFBA FFFFFFC7
4AFOH: OOOOOOOA 00000006 FFFFFFD6 FFFFFFCE
4BOOH: 00000011 00000009 FFFFFFE4 FFFFFFF4
4B1O0H: 0000001B FFFFFFFB FFFFFFFA 0000001D
4B20H: 00000042 00000003 00000020 00000056
4B30H: 0000001C 0000003C 00000067 00000070
4B40H: 00000050 00000031 00000040 00000074
4B50H: 0000008C 00000060 0000004A 00000095
4B60H: 00000067 00000094 00000OA1 00000080
4B70H: 0000006A 0000006D 000000B4 00000081
4B80H: 00000086 00000093 00000081 0000007C
4B90H: 000000B4 000000C8 00000089 00000089
4BAOH: OOOOOOBE 000000B5 000000DO 000000CO
Table E.2: Channel 1 data
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4BBOH: 000000BE 0000008E 000000D7 000000B6
4BCOH: 00000092 00000095 000000D6 OOOOOOBB
4BDOH: 00000096 00000099 00000OD1 0000008C
4BEOH: 000000D2 00OOAAF 00000OD1 00000095
4BFOH: OOO00000BD 000000C7 000000CE 00000084
4COOH: 00000089 000000C3 000000BE 00000093
4C10H: 00000085 000000A3 000000C2 0000008C
4C20H: 0000008A 00000087 000000C8 00000OA4
4C30H: 00000082 OOOOOOAC 000000C8 0000008C
4C40H: 00000091 00000OB1 OOOOOOBD 000000C2
4C50H: 00000083 0000007C 0000009E OOOOOOAA
4C60H: OOOOOOAC 00000097 00000069 0000006A
4C70H: 00000OA7 OOOOA5 00000069 0000005B
4C80H: 00000094 0000007A 00000094 00000064
4C90H: 00000073 00000062 00000059 00000092
4CAOH: 00000051 00000050 0000008E 00000094
4CBOH: 00000061 0000006D 0000006F 00000066
4CCOH: 00000074 0000008E 0000006E 00000047
4CDOH: 00000078 00000081 0000008B 00000059
4CEOH: 00000044 00000051 0000004F 00000089
4CFOH: 0000008B 00000049 00000046 0000005D
4DOOH: 0000008C 00000044 0000004C 0000004F
4D1OH: 0000008D 00000049 0000004A 00000082
4D20H: 00000093 0000004D 00000059 00000086
4D30H: 00000099 00000097 0000005F 00000079
4D40H: 00000098
Table E.2: Channel 1 data
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500OH: 000045DD 0000381D 000039BA 00003568
5010H: OOOOOEF1 00001481 00004489 00004235
5020H: 00002611 00001F84 00002254 000019D2
5030H: 00001742 00001719 00001FDO OOOOOFAO
5040H: 00001C28 000047DA OOOOOED4 000028C9
5050H: 00004102 000027D9 000017C4 000041A5
5060H: 00001F15 00001090 0000279A 00001414
5070H: 0000243A 00004A7D 00002C24 0000496A
5080H: 0000495A 000043E8 000035D4 00002C55
5090H: 000022A8 0000168A 00001DAl 0000150D
50AOH: 00003155 00004EC8 00004984 00003D8A
50BOH: 00004015 00001B02 00001A2D 000049A9
50COH: 00001C6A 00001C61 0000505A 000051A9
50DOH: 00003875 00005012 000022A8 00002401
50EOH: 00003C82 00001D8D 00001B25 000050C2
50FOH: 00002CA4 000057FD 00005B72 00001D7D
5100H: 00005690 00005008 0000ED9 0000244A
5110H: 00001F49 00003182 00005D1D 000051C4
5120H: 000054FD 000059BA 000020E4 00003500
5130H: 00003C50 00002A65 000068EA 00005639
5140H: 00002E95 00005FD4 00004040 000044F2
5150H: 00006FAA 0000304D 000058D9 00005848
5160H: 00002E01 00006DOD 00004DB2 00003791
Table E.3: Total power data
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5170H: 000082D2 0000411A 00004792 00007A71
5180H: 00003B12 00004499 000086D2 00006410
5190H: 000084E2 00008FEA 000066B5 000051AO
51AOH: 00007EF4 0000A15D 00004BC2 0000AC45
51BOH: 00005A59 00008F45 00006BC9 00006A5A
51COH: 00009B99 000060B2 0000C12D 00007415
51DOH: 0000A028 0000D5E5 0000796D OOOOCAB2
51EOH: 0000B702 00007E04 0000F829 00008719
51FOH: 0000D381 00010E35 OOOOAE62 000125BD
5200H: OOOODAF9 000OB315 000OOOOB80A 00014101
5210H: 00013D52 0000D250 00011680 OOOOFB4D
5220H: 00019382 0001B38D 0001DAll 0001AC3D
5230H: 0001617A 00017881 00019CB4 0002703A
5240H: 00027AEA 0001C8DD 0001DCD4 000277FA
5250H: 000277CD 0001E025 00017928 000162D1
5260H: 0000F631 OOOOEDC4 000103E2 00007A21
5270H: 000076A9 00005FC8 00005C1D 00007DF5
5280H: 000059BA 00005569 OOOOBDF4 0000906A
5290H: 0000CC22 0000B72A 00007359 00009704
52AOH: 00007952 0000E159 0000A195 000087D0
52BOH: 000100A9 00009469 000099C4 00011E31
52COH: OOOODAD2 0001258D 0000E720 0000EC21
52DOH: OOOOFD40 0000C6E9 0000F581 00012CB9
52.EOH: 000115F1 0001506D OOOOED4D OOOOCOFD
52FOH: 00013145 0000C5C1 0000CECA 000146BD
5300H: 000153F5 000156E2 00012449 OOOOCB11
Table E.3: Total power data
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5310H: O000CFA2 0000F572 00016071 00016052
5320H: 0001663D 0000C99A 0000OOOOCD28 000OD205
5330H: 0000F43D 0001392D 00015434 00013B12
5340H: 00011341 000140D1 00013D00 0001579D
5350H: 00013D62 0000C6AD 000108E5 000OF40A
5360H: 0000E494 00010B62 0000E4A9 0000D9E5
5370H: 0000EB79 00017588 00017725 00010F25
5380H: 00011008 0000FED5 00019DE4 0001A248
5390H: 0001B152 0001A3F5 00016C8D 00011362
53AOH: 0001360A 0001732D 00015455 00013C90
53BOH: 0001B875 0001EF02 00017232 000204A4
53COH: 000222FA 0001D365 00020E45 00020834
53DOH: 000197B5 0002373D 00023E59 0002204A
53EOH: OOO1B3DD 0001BBAA 00020A95 000234F1
53FOH: 00019A74 OOO1BBC5 0001BAA8 0002293D
5400H: 0001ADlA 0001A202 0001D401 00024391
5410H: 000216BA 0001E15A 0001F795 00024F59
5420H: 0001CA04 00020872 00024101 0001F088
5430H: 0001F4E9 00023361 0001E271 0001C604
5440H: 00021071 0001F5AA 0001C3C4 000198D4
5450H: 0001A521 0001FD10 0001C68D 00019402
5460H: 000178CA 00017F20 0001A4C5 00016321
5470H: OOO1B1F4 00016742 000176AO 00014505
5480H: 00019A15 00018F79 00014B1A 000156B9
5490H: 000176AO 00016201 00015161 0001435A
54AOH: 0001686D 00011AAA 00014B90 00013DE9
Table E.3: Total power data
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54BOH: 000144F5 OOOOFBO8 00012575 00012728
54COH: 00OO00E344 000OD98A 00010AC8 000109FD
54DOH: 0000BD25 0000BF71 0000F2E1 0000B6E9
54EOH: 0000F8D4 0000B6A2 0000E4C5 0000C8F2
54FOH: 0000E36D 0000OOOOCD75 OOOOD7A5 000OA459
5500H: 000OOOOAC12 000OD792 0000B8E8 0000AEA9
5510H: 00009BD2 OOOOB9EA 0000C5C8 00008039
5520H: 000082A4 00007675 0000B684 00008801
5530H: 00007694 00008C90 0000B404 00006FD1
5540H: 00006F05 00009CE5 OOOOAOED 000OA385
5550H: 00005D4D 00006A79 00008584 00007E08
5560H: 00007E89 00006635 00005551 000057C8
5570H: 00007931 0000762A 000042D5 000048FD
5580H: 00006E90 00006395 00007534 000041F9
5590H: 0000666D 0000609D 00005731 00006815
55AOH: 000054BA 00004690 00006688 00007321
55BOH: 000048C1 00004D5A 00007122 00006AA8
55COH: 000054E9 00006FD4 000051C8 000050BA
55DOH: 00007450 000073C5 0000768A 00004E35
55EOH: 00005311 00007185 000078AA 00007B32
55FOH: 0000775D 00007655 000074A8 0000884D
5600H: 00007CB1 00006FE9 00006209 000061B2
5610H: 00008DA9 00007792 000076E8 00007E14
5620H: 00009B9A 00007B29 00007A62 0000B315
5630H: 000OA801 000OA375 000089C5 0000C931
5640H: 0000B6E4
Table E.3: Total power data
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